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IDENTITIES AND POSITIVITY CONJECTURES 
FOR SOME REMARKABLE OPERATORS IN 

THE THEORY OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS* 

F. BERGERONt, A. M. GARSIA*, M. HAIMAN*, AND G. TESLER* 

To Richard Askey on his 65th birthday 

Abstract. Let J^ [X; q, t] be the integral form of the Macdonald polynomial and set Hp [X; q, t] 
_ t^^J^X/O. — 1/t); g, l/t], where 71(11) = X!;(* — l)/^- This paper focusses on the linear operator 

V defined by setting VH^ = tn^qn^ ^H^. This operator occurs naturally in the study of the 
Garsia-Haiman modules M^. It was originally introduced by the first two authors to give elegant 
expressions to Frobenius characteristics of intersections of these modules (see [3]). However, it was 
soon discovered that it plays a powerful and ubiquitous role throughout the theory of Macdonald 
polynomials. Our main result here is a proof that V acts integrally on symmetric functions. An 
important corollary of this result is the Schur integrality of the conjectured Frobenius characteristic 
of the Diagonal Harmonic polynomials [11]. Another curious aspect of V is that it appears to encode a 
q, ^-analogue of Lagrange inversion. In particular, its specialization at t = 1 (or q = 1) reduces to the 
g-analogue of Lagrange inversion studied by Andrews [1], Garsia [7] and Gessel [17]. We present here 
a number of positivity conjectures that have emerged in the few years since V has been discovered. 
We also prove a number of identities in support of these conjectures and state some of the results 
that illustrate the power of V within the Theory of Macdonald polynomials. 

Introduction. The study of V and some closely related variants relies on a 
number of important discoveries, including the introduction of a family of plethystic 
operators with remarkable properties. This amounts to an extension of Classical 
Symmetric Function Theory which should have a variety of applications even outside 
of the Theory of Macdonald polynomials. These developments have been emerging 
from several published and unpublished works. However, most of what is needed 
here is given a detailed presentation in the paper "Explicit Plethystic Formulas for 
Macdonald <7,£-Kostka coefficients" [13]. The reader is urged to get a copy of that 
paper as an aid to reading the present one. To avoid unnecessary duplications we 
shall limit ourselves to giving the most important definitions, stating the basic results 
and refer the reader to the appropriate sources for the omitted details. 

We shall work with the algebra A of symmetric functions in a formal infinite 
alphabet X = xi,X2, - • • , with coefficients in the field of rational functions Q(q, t). 
We also denote by ^z[q}t] the algebra of symmetric functions in X with coefficients in 
Z[q,t]. The space Aziq^t.i/q^/t] 'IS analogously defined. We write A=d for the space 
of symmetric functions homogeneous of degree d. Similarly we define A-d and A>d. 
We shall make extensive use here of "plethystic " notation and we need to recall its 
definition.   Briefly, if E — ^(^1,^2,^3,...) is a given formal series in the variables 
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hih, ^35 ■ • • (which may include the parameters q, t) and / € A has been expressed in 
terms of the power basis in the form 

/    =    Q(PUP2,P3,>.') 

then the "plethystic substitution" of E in /, denoted f[E], is simply defined by setting 

(1.1) F[E)   =   Q(pi,p2,J*,...) ek k k       . 

This operation is easily programmed in any symbolic manipulation software which 
includes a symmetric function package. It is also very convenient to express, in a 
compact form, many of the basic identities of Symmetric Function Theory. 

We shall adopt the convention that inside the plethystic brackets "[ ]", X and 
Xn respectively stand for xi + £2 + #3 + • * ■ and xi + X2 + • • • + xn. We also need 
to introduce a plethystic notation for the customary operation of replacing variables 
by their negatives. This is to be distinguished from the operation resulting from the 
"plethystic" minus sign. We will represent the former operation in two ways. We may 
prepend the variable in question by a superscripted minus sign or we may multiply it 
by a symbolic " ~1" which for convenience will also be denoted by "e". For example, 
the definition in 1.1 requires that 

Pk[-Xn]   =   -(x*+a;* + ..- + a;*) 

while this additional notation yields 

Pk[-Xn]=pk[-lxXn]   =  Pk{eXn]=pk[Xn}\xi^_xi=(-l)k(xk
1+x* + --- + xk

n) . 

From this we easily deduce that the fundamental involution "CJ" acting on a symmetric 
polynomial P of degree < n may be expressed in the form 

(1.2) u;P[Xn]   =   P[--Xn] . 

Partitions will be represented and identified with their "french" Ferrers diagrams. 
Given a partition /i = (/J,I > 112 > • • • > Vk > 0), we let the corresponding Ferrers 
diagram have fii lattice cells in the ith row (from the bottom up). It will be convenient 
to let |/i| and l(fi) denote respectively the sum of the parts and the number of parts 
of /x. In this case |/x| = fii + fi2 + • • • + fik and Z(/i) = k. As customary the symbol 
"// h n" will be used to indicate that |/x| = n . We shall also adopt the Macdonald 
convention of calling the arm, leg, coarm and coleg of a lattice square s the parameters 
a>iL (s), '/x (<5), a^ (s) and l'^ (s) giving the number of cells of /x that are respectively strictly 
EAST, NORTH, WEST and  SOUTH of sin p. 

We set 

rc(M) = X>-i)^ = £ W = £ W • 

If s is a cell of fi we shall refer to the monomial w^s) = qa^t1^ as the weight of s. 
We also set 

(1.3) B^t) = J2 q<{s)tl'»is)      and     U^q.t) =     J]     (1" ^(s)^(s))  • 
sen sen/(o,o) 
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It will be also convenient to set 

(L4) \    i>M = (i-i)(i-g)£MM)-i • 

This given, our operator V is defined by setting 

(1.5) VJJ„   =  rMHM 

with 

(1.6) ff^;^*] = *n('i)^[i^7*;9>1/*] . 

where JM[X; q,t]is the "integral form " introduced by Macdonald in [22. ch. IV (8.3)]. 
Note that from 1.6 we derive the Schur function expansion 

(1.7) Hr[X;q,t]   =   J^ Sx[X]Kxv(q,t) 

where KXfl{q,t) = tnW K^q.l/t) with Kxpfat) the Macdonald g,t-Kostka coeffi- 
cient. We should point out that in this paper 5A [X] denotes the the ordinary Schur 
Function indexed by A. By contrast, in Macdonald's book [22], the symbol S\[X] 
represents what we would denote here by "S\[X(1 -1)]" 

The operator V played a crucial role in developments relating Macdonald poly- 
nomials to Representation Theory [6], [8], [12] and to Geometry [5],[19]. Computer 
experimentation with V revealed that it has some truly remarkable properties. In this 
paper we present a collection of results and conjectures about V that have emerged in 
the few years since its discovery. As a matter of example it is worthwhile having a look 
at the following beautiful matrices which express the action of V on Schur functions 
indexed by partitions of 4: 
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S31 ^22 5211 Si in 

vsw   0 t3q3 -r<r 1 0 
0 1 

-i3, 

V531-5-    0     t2q 2 „2 1 0 
0 1 

2 „2 

t2q2 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 

1 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 1 1 

10 0 0 
110 0 
0 2 10 
0 0 11. 

-*v 

tV 

V522-)    0 -t2 q 

VS2ii->   0   -tq 

2 „2 -t'q 
1 0 
0 1 

"10 0" -looo- 

0 1 0 
0 0 1 

-tq 0 10 0 
0 110 

-tq 

.0 0 0 1. 

10 0 0 0 
110 0 0 
0 2 10 0 
0 0 2 10 
0 0 0 11. 

-tq 

-100 0- 
110 0 
1110 

.0 111. 

rl 0 0 0 0- 
0 10 0 0 
1110 0 
0 1110 
.00101. 

V5iiii^   1 

Here at the intersection of the row indexed 
we have placed the coefficient of 5A in V5M. 
convention that represents the polynomial 

-100000- 
110 0 0 0 
12 10 0 0 
0 2 2 10 0 
0 12 2 10 
.000111. 

10 0 0 
0 10 0 
0 110 
0 0 0 u 

10 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 
0 110 0 
0 0 110 

L0 0 0 0 U 

10 0 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 0 
0 110 0 0 
0 0 110 0 
0 0 0 110 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

10 0 0 0 0 0 
0 10 0 0 0 0 
0 110 0 0 0 
0 1110 0 0 
0 0 1110 0 
0 0 0 1110 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

by VS^ with column indexed by S\ 
These coefEcients are depicted by the 

*V(a   +   bq  +   cq2   +   dt  +  etq  +   ft2) 

by means of the symbol 

iV 
7 0 0" 
d e 0 
a b c 

A close inspection of these matrices suggests a number of remarkable properties of 
the image of a Schur function by V. To begin with we might infer that V of a Schur 
function is always totally Schur-positive or totally Schur negative. We also might 
recognize that the coefficient of S^ in VS^ is the q, ^-Catalan Ct{q, t) studied in [11]. 
Similarly, we discover that, up to a factor, the coefficient of Si4 in VS4 is Cz{q,t). 
Now the jirst observation leads to a conjecture and the second is a particular case of 
a general theorem that will be proved here. More precisely, we have the following: 

CONJECTURE I. For any pair of partitions X,/j, and for a every positive integer 
m we have 

(1.8) (-iy^(VmSx,S^€N[q,t] 
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with ( , ) the Hall inner product and 

Ai<(t-1) 

We should mention that the sign in 1.8 was identified by M. Bousquet-Melou [4] 
who gave a combinatorial interpretation to the left hand side of 1.8 in the special case 
/i = ln. We should add that in the case JJL = ln there is a more explicit conjecture. 
More precisely, it was conjectured in [11] that the bigraded Frobenius characteristic 
DHn[X]q,t] of the Diagonal Harmonics (rewritten in terms of V), is given by the 
formula 

(1.9) DHn[X;q,t]   =   Ven , 

in fact, the simplicity of this expression for DHn[X] q, t] was one of the original moti- 
vations of the first two authors for introducing this operator. We should also mention 
that the Schur-positivity of all the successive powers of V on en was conjectured in 
[19] to have also a representation theoretical explanation. 

A variety of other beautiful identities and positivities have been discovered 
through computer experimentation. Some of them can actually be proved but others 
appear out of reach to this date. All of these results have remained unpublished for 
a number of years since no tools have been available, until recently, to allow a direct 
study of V, other than the Macdonald polynomials, which themselves are fraught with 
unsolved difficult conjectures. 

The specialization of V at t = 1, denoted "Vt=i", can be shown to be a multi- 
plicative operator closely related to the g-Lagrange inversion problem studied in [7]. 
This connection, which has already been pointed out in [11], shows in particular that 
a very recent result of C. Lenart [20] is none other but a proof of the special case 
m = 1 and t, q = 1 of Conjecture 1. 

Our main result here is a proof that V acts integrally on Schur functions. In 
particular, by way of the identity in 1.9, we obtain a proof that DHn[X] q, t] is in fact 
a Schur integral polynomial and, a fortiori, we now have an elementary proof that the 
elusive <z,£-Catalan cn(q,t) of [11] is a polynomial with integer coefficients. 

Our experience is that almost every expression or identity that arises in the con- 
nection between Macdonald polynomials and Representation Theory may be simply 
formulated in terms of V. 

Our proof of the polynomiality of V hinges on the development of a theory of 
plethystic operators which promises to play a central role in the theory of symmetric 
functions. The basic ingredients of this theory are operators Dk and Dl defined for 
any integer — oo < k < +oo and acting on a symmetric function F in the alphabet 
X = xi + X2 + £3 + ... according to the plethystic formulas 

(1.10) 
DkF[X)    =    (F[X + !£]Zm>0(-z)mem[X])lk, 

DtF[X]    =      (F[X-f]£TO>o*raMX])|    • 

Here " | fc" denotes the operation of taking the coefficient of zk in the preceding 
expression, em and /im denote the elementary and homogeneous symmetric functions 
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indexed by m, and for convenience we have set 

(1.11) M = (l-t)(l-q),        M = (l-l/t)(l-l/q). 

These operators are connected to V and the polynomials H^ through the following 
basic identities: 

(0 DoHv = -Dfl(q,t)Hr    , (<)* D*0 H^ =-D^l/q^l/t) !£„ 

.         (ii) Dk el-elDk=MDk+1 («)* i?J & - e, D*k = -M D*k+1 
K'    )         (Hi) Ve1V-1 = -A (m)*             VjDJV-1=e1_ 

(iv) V"1 SiV = jfD-i (iv)*           V"1 D^V = -Mdx 

where e^ is simply the operator "multiplication by ei" and di is its "Hall" scalar 
product adjoint. 

A close study of the operators Dk, Dl led to the discovery of a number of re- 
markable symmetric function bases. The typical result here can be stated as follows. 

THEOREM 1.1. For A = (Ai, A2,... , As, l
a) with Ai > A2 > • • • As > 2 and a > 0 

set 

(1.13) Wx[X;q,t)   =   ^D^^D^'-1 ■■•D^-1 

This given, the collection 

(1-14) {Wx[X;q,t}}xl_k 

is a basis for the homogeneous symmetric polynomials of degree k. More precisely we 
have the expansion 

(1.15) Pw{x)[X]q.t]   =   Mr h\ +   < (for some r < k - 1 ) 

where the symbol "< • — " is to express that the remaining terms involve homogeneous 
basis elements which follow h\ in a suitable total order. 

Of course the same identities hold true with Dl replaced by Di in 7.13. 

At this point it is convenient to introduce, for a given quantity Q, the "transla- 
tion" operator TQ which acts on a symmetric function P[X] according to the plethystic 
formula 

TQP[X\   =  P[X + Q] . 

This given, perhaps the most remarkable property of V is expressed by the following 
result, proved in [13]. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let 

(1.16) n   =   V"1?;"1 

and for a given symmetric function F set 

UF   =   ILF   =   V-^fX--!] . 

T/ien we have 

(1.17) ^[^(g,*)]   =   {F .^[X + ljg.t]). , 

wftere ( , )   i«s ^/ie scalar product defined by setting 

hyji'^    if A = // , 

(1.18) (Hx,Hp)m   =   { 

with 

0 otherwise 

(1.19) M<z,*) = n(^(s) - ^W+1)    and     h'^t) = l[(t1^ - g^W+i) . 

We should point out that, in particular, this implies that certain images of V 
have rather surprising vanishing properties. More precisely, it follows immediately 
from 1.17^ that 

COROLLARY 1.1. For any given symmetric function F of degree k we have 

f 0 if |/i| < k 
(1.20) ILF\DJq,t)]    =   I   , ~   v V      ) L   M     )} l«_fcF,^    if \n\=n>k 

where for convenience for any symmetric function F[X] we set 

(1-21) nX]   =  F{TI=W^} ■ 

This paper is divided into five sections. In the first section we state the basic 
identities we need in our developments, prove Theorem LI and derive from it the 
integrality of V. We also derive there a number of other consequences of the identity 
in 1.17. In the second section we work with the special case t = 1 and relate the 
action of Vt=i to g-Lagrange inversion. In the third section we state a few positivity 
conjectures and establish a number of results in their support. In the fourth section, as 
a by-product of the symmetric function identities developed here and in [13] we derive 
a new formula for the g, ^-Catalan introduced in [11] which makes it quite evident that 
it is a polynomial in q and t. In the final section we prove a number of identities and 
derive a plethystic form of the higher indexed Macdonald operators. 

1. Basic properties of V. Let us recall that the Hall scalar product "( , )" on 

(t) See [13] Theorem 1.2 
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A is defined by setting for the power basis {pp}p 

(Ppd) > Ppi*))    =    < 

0     otherwise 

where for a partition p = (lai, 2a2, Sa3, • • •) we set as customary 

zp = lai2a23a3---ai!a2!a3!---   . 

We shall systematically use the symbol Q[X] here as in [13] to represent the 
symmetric function 

«w - ni^ = -KEt) 
ife>l 

In the same vein we shall also set 

(-i)*-w 
k>i 

This given, we have the following basic expansions ([13] Theorem 1.3): 

(1.1) fl[X]   =  u>n[X]   =   Hil + Xi)   =   exp(^(   1)k
k 

lpk)  . 

n\      Of        XY        1     -     V^ Pp[X]Pp[Y]  a)   »L(i-,)(i-t)J   - Z^ (_i)M-i(,) ZpPp[(i _ t)(i _ q)] ' 

(1.2)        V    "[(T^^)]   =   E^tprfcy]^^   =   E^W^M, 

^[X;g,t]^[r;g,t] 
«) "L(i-,)(i-*)J - L.   K^tyh'^t) 

In particular we see from 1.2 c) that ^[n-^n-t)] ^s ^^ reproducing kernel of the 
*-scalar product defined by 1.18. We also see from 1.2 a) that the *-scalar product 
may also be defined by setting 

f (-I)IPH(P) zppp[(l-t)(l-q)]    if pW =pW =pJ 

(1.3) (pp(l)   ,   ^(2))^      =       < 

0 otherwise. 

Prom this we derive that the Hall and the *-scalar products are simply related by the 
identity 

(1.4) (P>Q)* = (P,v<i>Q) > 

where for convenience we set, for every F[X] G A, 

(1.5) <f>F[X]   =   F[X(l-t)(l-q)] = F[XM] . 

Here and after we shall denote by "5^" the operator "multiplication" .by the Schur 
function 5M. Note that since the skew schur function Sx/^ is defined from the expan- 
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sion 

we see that the Hall scalar product adjoint of S^ is the operator "9^" defined by 
setting for the Schur function basis 

(1-7) ds.Sx   =  Sx/Il . 

We should point out that we have also set 

ds1   =   Si 

We shall also need some more general "translation" and "multiplication" operators 
defined by setting set for every Q E A and any alphabet Y 

a)     TYQ[X}   =  Q[X + Y} 
{ ' j b)     Py Q[X}   =   n[XY]Q[X] . 

It is easy to show (see [13]) that these operators have the following useful "Schur 
function" expansions: 

a)     Ty   =   *£ S^ds, , 
(1.9) 

b)   VY = J2 ws* 

which show that Py is the Hall adjoint of 7y.   Note that if X consists of a single 
variable u we have 

(1.10) %   =   5>mdsm • 
m>0 

It is also important to note that we have the commutativity relation (see [13]) 

(1.11) TYVZ   =   n[YZ}VzTY • 

Another useful ingredient which occurs in our developments is the involution "\." 
defined by setting for any F € AZ[9>tji/g>1/t] 

(1.12) lF[X;q,t]   =   u>F[X;l/q,l/t] 

It can be shown (see [12]) that we have 

(1.13) iH^X'^t]   =   ^H^X'^t] . 

We also have 

a)    i Ti i = rr1 

(1.14) 6)      | V I =   V"1 

c :) 4. I>*  4-  =    (-1)" Dt   . 
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Finally, we should point out that by combining 1.5, 1.12 (z) and (i)* with 1.2c) we 
deduce that the operators V, DQ and DQ are all self-adjoint with respect to the *- 
scalar product. 

This completes the collection of basic facts we shall need in our further develop- 
ments. 

Proof of Theorem LI. To show that the polynomials 

Wx[X',q,t]   =' e^Dle^D*^2'1 - "Dle^'1! Ai > A2 > • • • > A, > 1 

form a basis of A , it is sufficient to establish that those for which a = 0 and Ai + 
A2 + • • • -f- As = k, span A=k modulo e1A

=k~1. To this end note that for any m > 1 
and F 6 A we have 

Dle^F   =   (e1-Mlz)rn~lF[X-Mlz]Sl[zX]\z 

=  ( - Mlz)m~lF[X - M/z\Sl[zX] \z (mod ^A) 

=    (-M)m    hm[X]F[X}   +   (terms in/im+i,/im+2,...   )  . 

Thus it follows that, when all A; > 1 , 
(1.15) _ 

Wx[X;q,t\   =   Dl^-1Dle^-1--Dl4'-1   =   (-M)W  l(X)hXlhx, • • 'hx,   +   ••• 

where the omitted terms involve complete homogeneous basis elements h^, with // > A 
in lexicographic order. This shows that the collection 

B=k   =   {W\[X\q,t] :  AI-ife&aUAi>l} 

is an independent set in K=k/e1A
=k~1 . To complete our proof we need only verify 

that the cardinality of B=k is equal to the dimension of A=k/elA
=k~1 . In other 

words we must show that 

#{A : X\-kkXi>l}   =   #{A : X\-k}   -   #{A : A h k - 1 }  . 

However, this follows immediately by equating coefficients of qk in the power series 
identity 

11 iz-^r = (1 -«) H rr^r • 
m>2 H m>l H 

REMARK 1.1.   Note that, since the definition in 1.12 gives that 11 = 1 and 
•I fLi ]rz- ^D from 1.14 c) we derive that 

(1.16) iWxlX-.q.t]   =   {-lyelD^^D^-^'-D^-1! . 

Thus, the invertibility of "4-" yields that also these polynomials form a basis of A. In 
fact, more than that is true. For a partition   A = (Ai > A2 > • • • > As > la)   set 

(1.17) Ux[X;q,t]   =   D^D^e^-1 ■ ■ -e^'-11 . 

Tliis given we have 
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THEOREM 1.1. The operator V may be computed from the identity 

(1.18) VWA[X;<z,t]   =   (-l)0+£U(A.-i) ^[xjg,*] . 

/n particular, the collection 

(1.19) {E/A[X;<z,t]}A 

is aZso a ftaszs, and necessarily V zs a polynomial operator, that is 

(1-20) VAz[^]CAzbit] . 

Proof. Note that from 1.12 (m) and (m)* written in the form 

a) V^   =   -AV   , 6) VZ?eJ   =  ^V 

it follows that 

VWx[X;q,t]   =   (-^O^C-A)^-1^^^)^-1..^^-^)^-1! , 

and this is 1.18. The fact that the collection in 1.19 is a basis then follows from 
Theorem 1.1 and the invertibility of V. Note next that the triangularity expressed 
by 1.15, together with a closer look at the later terms, yields that, at the very worst, 
the complete homogeneous basis {/IA[^]}A admits an expansion in terms of the basis 
{W\[X\q,t]}x with coefficients in Z[q,t, l/q,l/t,M"1]. Combining this with 1.18 
and the definition of Di yields that 

VAzCZfattl/qtl/ttM-^Az • 

In other words, at worst, V introduces powers of t, q, (1 — t) and (1 — </), in the 
denominators. To eliminate these denominators we must show that for F E Az , VF 
has no pole at q = 0, t = 0, q = 1 and t = 1. By symmetry, it is sufficient to deal 
with the cases q = 0,1, and for these we can take F to be an element of any basis we 
choose of Z(t)Az. 

For q = 0 we may take F = H^[X]0,t]. In fact, it follows from 1.7 [22, ch VI 
(8.4) (ii)] that 

(1.21) Hp[X;0,t]   =   ^SxVClKxrlt) 
A 

with Kx^(t) the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials. We may write 1.21, for a particular 
degree d, in matrix form as 

(1.22) (H[X;0,t})d   =   (S[X})dKd(t) . 

In the same vein we may write 1.7 in the form 

(1.23) (H[X;q,t])d   =   (S[X])dkd(q,t) . 

Now 1.22 and 1.23 may be combined into 

(H[X',q,t))d   =   {H[X;0,t])dK(t)d
1Kd(q,t) . 

Thus the polynomiality of the Kx^q, t) ([14], [15]) yields that the entries of the matrix 

l|OAM(«.*)llA,^ = ^'(*)j1^(9,t) 
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are necessarily polynomials in q with coefficients rational functions of t; in particular 
they have no poles at q = 0. Since ||aAM(g,£)||A,/xhd tends to the identity matrix 
as q—>-0, its determinant does not vanish at q = 0. This implies that, by inverting 
I^A/xfeOIU^i-d, we will obtain an expansion 

(i.24) HiXx-M = £>*•(«.*)#„[*;9.<] , 
A* 

with the b\n(q,t) rational functions in q and t with no poles at q = 0. Now 1.5 gives 

Since nothing on the right hand side has a pole at q = 0, this completes our argument 
for the case q — 0. 

We can treat the case q = 1 in an entirely analogous manner using the basis 
{H^\X\ !,£]} . In fact, it follows from [22 ch VI 8.4 (iii)] that 

zfc*') 

(1.25) JtaM] = n^vji^] • 

Now it is well known that for any integer m > 1 we have the Schur function expansion 

(i.26) (t;*)TOM&] = £5*M E fC0(T) • 
A TESTCA) 

where the inner sum is over all standard tableaux of shape A and "co(T)" denotes 
cocharge. Thus using 1.26 in 1.25 we obtain the Schur function expansion 

(1.27) H^[X;l,t]   =   £5
A[*]M*) 

A 

with coefficients Ox^t) polynomials with positive integer coefficients. Writing this in 
matrix form as we did before gives 

(H[X;l,t])d   =   (S[X])ded(t) . 

So we may combine it with 1.23 and obtain 

(H[X;q,t})d   =   (HlX-a^Jaitr'K^t) , 

and the argument proceeds precisely in the same manner as before since the matrix 
6d(t)~lKd{q,t) again approaches the identity as q-^1. This completes our proof. 

COROLLARY 1.1. The operator V'1 is a Laurent polynomial operator, i.e. V~1Az 

CZ[g,t,l/g,l/t]Az. 
Proof.  Theorem 1.1 guarantees that the matrix of V with respect to any basis 

of Afd has entries in Z[g,£] . Since the eigenvalues of V on Afd are tn^qn^ ) with 
|/x| = d, the determinant of all these V matrices consists of a monomial in q and t. 
Thus all their inverses have entries in Z[g,£, 1/g, 1/t]. 

COROLLARY 1.2. The image of a Schur function under V has a Schur function 
expansion with coefficients in 7i[q,t]. In particular formula (15) of [11], conjectured 
to give the Frobenius characteristic of diagonal harmonics, is a polynomial in q and t. 
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Proof. The first assertion is a particular case of Theorem LI. The second assertion 
follows from (15) of [11] which essentially states that this Frobenius characteristic is 
Ven[X]. 

There is an interesting family of operators which are closely related to V and 
have similar properties. More precisely, for any symmetric function F E ^z[q,t\ we 1^ 
Ai? be the operator defined by setting on the {H^]^ basis 

(1.28) A^   =   F[B^H^ 

It is easily seen, from the definition of plethystic substitutions, that when |/i| = n, 
V itself may be viewed as Aen. Most interesting special cases of these operators 
are obtained by setting F = e^. For instance we see from 1.4 and 1.12 (i) that 
DQ = —MAei + /. Moreover, we have the following basic extensions of the table in 
1.12. 

THEOREM 1.2. 

(v) Ae^x = e1Aei - D1    ,       (v)* AC1£>I = DiAei +e1 

(1.29) 
(vi)       Ae^x =6^, -DiAe^    (yi)*    AefcUJ = DtAek +e1Aefc_1 

Proof. It will be convenient to set, for a variable u: 

M / , ,        ^ 
(1.30) *(«)fl-M   =   J2ukAeA   =   {'[[{l+utl^qa»{s)))Hfi ■ 

k=o sen 

It follows from the Macdonald Fieri rules [22] that for any partition i/ we have the 
expansion 

(1.31) SiHv   =   Y, Hpd^fat) 

where the coefficients dxfl(q, t) are rational functions in q and t which may be explicitly 
computed (see [9]). Their true nature is immaterial for us here. The important element 
is that the sum in 1.31 is carried out only over the partitions fi that immediately follow 
v in the containment order. This given, we immediately derive from 1.30 that we have 

(1.32) ^(tije!*^)-1^   -   ^(l + uw^Hpd^fat) 

where w^ is the weight of the cell we must add to u to get //. Now from the definition 
in 1.4, we see that we must have w^ = T^/T^ Thus 1.32 may be rewritten in following 
equivalent forms 

^tOc^ti)-1^   =   Ytil + uTn/Tjitpd^fat) 

/J33N =   $3 #M<VM)   +  "V Y, HfidiwM ITV 

=   ^Hf,   4-  uVeiHv/T,, 
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where the last equality is due to 1.12 (in). Since z/ is arbitrary we must conclude that 

^(txje!*^)"1    =   Ci-uD! . 

Better yet we must also have 

(1.34) *(iOei    =   e^^-u D^iu) . 

In particular, equating coefficients of uk for k > 1 gives 

1)    Aeie1   =   e1Aei-D1 ,        *)    Aeke1   =   e1Aek-D1Vek_1  . 

This proves 1.29 (v) and 1.29 (vi). Now, using 1.12 (in)* we may eliminate ^ from 
these equations and obtain 

1) A^VDJV1 = VDlV-1Aei-D1,    k) Ae.VD^-1 =VD*1V-1Aek-D1Vek_1. 

Since V necessarily commutes with any of the operators A^, these two relations may 
also be rewritten in the form 

1) AeiDl   =   I>JAe1 - V^iV,     *) Aefc2?J   =   UJAe, - V-^iVVe..,, 

and a use of 1.12 (in) finally simplifies them to 1.29 (v)* and 1.29 (vi)*, completing 
our proof. 

It develops that the argument that yielded the integrality of V can be applied 
also to the operators A^. In fact, the identities in 1.29 are precisely what is needed 
to compute the action of any of the operators Ap without resorting to expansions in 
terms of the basis {Hfj,}^. 

THEOREM 1.3. For each F e ^z[q,t] we have 

(1.35) AFAZ C Z[q,t]Az . 

Proof. Note first that since the map F—>AF is linear and multiplicative in F it is 
sufficient to prove 1.35 for all the factors occurring in an integral multiplicative basis 
of Azfa,*]. In particular, we may choose the "elementary" symmetric function basis. 
This reduces us to verify 1.35 when F = ek . We have seen in the proof of Theorem 
1.1, that the expansion of the complete homogeneous basis {h\}\ in terms of the basis 
{WA[^ ; Q, t] }x has coefficients whose denominators only contain powers of q, t, 1 — q 
and 1 - t. To follow the same strategy we used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the first 
part of our proof will be to show that the action of any of the operators Aek on the 
basis {WAI-X";*/?*] }A introduces no other kinds of denominator factors. To this end, 
note first that for a > 1 in 1.13, using 1.29 (vi) we get 

AekWx[X>,q,t]   =   ^A^e^Dle^^Dle^-^-Dle^-1 

-   DxA^e^Dle^^Dle^^'-'Dle^'-1 . 

On the other hand, if a = 0 then 1.29 (vi)* gives 

&ekWx[X;q,t}   =   Dl^eksl
Xl-1Dlel^-1---Dle1

x'-1 

+ SiAe^e^DIe^-1..-!?;^-1 . 

From these two relations we immediately see that, by means of the relations in 1.29 
and a double induction argument based on k and the size of A, we can establish that 
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AekW\[X) q^t] always results in a Z-linear combination of polynomials of the form 

O1O2 • • • Om 1 with each       Oi = ^ , Dx or D^ . 

This completes the first part of the proof since ^ and Di are clearly integral (see 1.10) 
and Dl at worst introduces only denominator factors which are powers of qt. 

We are now in the same position as before to show that the image by Aefc of any 
h\ contains no poles at q = 0, t = 0, q = 1 and t = 1. In fact, for the case q = 0, for 
instance, we may use 1.24 again and derive that 

AekHx[X-0,t]   =   ^6AAi(g,t)efc[^(^t)]^[X;g,t] , 

which shows that the action of Aefc on the basis {H\[X'}0,t]}\ produces no poles at 
q = 0. Similar arguments eliminate poles at t = 0, q = 1 and £ = 1, completing the 
proof of 1.36. 

Our next and final task in this section is to derive some interesting applications 
of Theorem 1.2. We shall see that formula 1.17 with 11 given by 1.16 encodes a 
remarkable amount of combinatorial information. To this end we recall that the 
coefficients cljil/(q,t) which occur in the identity 

(1.36) hH^Xut]   =   Xl'vfe *)£„[*; cMl 

have the following important property. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. 

r fahk+^D^tytq] iffc>i, 
(1.37) J^c^fe,*)^/^)*   =   < 

V-*(J. { Bpfat) iffc = 0 . 

We should mention that it follows from the Macdonald Fieri rules [9] that for !/->// 
we have 

tl^s) _ qa»{s)+l gMa) _jlM(«)+l 
(1.38) Cpvfat)   -     H   tlu{s) _      w+1   11     a.oo.^oo+i   > 

where i?MI/ and C^ denote the collections of cells of v that are respectively in the row 
and the column of the cell jijv. Similarly, the coefficients dljtJ,(q,t) occurring in 1.31 
are given by the formula 

(1.39) d^yfat)    =       11       aM(s)_^(s)+1     11    tl^s)_    aM(S)+l    ' 

The identity in 1.37 was proved in [15] by taking full account of the combinatorial 
information contained in 1.38. An analogous argument may also be used to prove the 
following analogue of 1.37. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. 

(1.40) ^Vfa.iHVT,,)*   =   < 
H-k-v 1 if & = 0 . 

Now it develops that both 1.37 and 1.40 can be derived with considerably less effort 
directly from 1.17 without resorting to 1.38 or 1.39. To illustrate this type of argument 
we shall carry out the derivation of 1.40. 

To begin with we should point out that 1.37 and 1.40 follow from two master 
identities that are interesting in themselves. 

THEOREM 1.4. For any P e A we have 

(1.41) £ <>(<?,i)P[A,(<Z,*)]   =   iP[DMfei)]   +   & {DiP)[Dp(q,t)] 

(1.42) ^cW^P^(<?,*)]   =   P[Du(q,t)]   +   (23_iP) [!?„(?,*)] 

Proof. For convenience let 

(1.43) F   =   ir-1P   =   reVP . 

This given, we may write the left hand side of 1.41 in the following equivalent forms 

(by 1.17)   =   ^C^(g,i)(P,ri^), 

(by 1.36)   =   (F, TiJi £„). 

(by 1.10)   =   (F,51T1Hfl). 

( by 1.4 )   =   (4KJF , d1 TiHf)   =   (&14>uF , TiH^) 

Thus one further application of 1.17 yields us 

(1.44) X>'»'(«>*)P[A'(9><)]   =   Jt^e1F[D)i(q,t)]  . 
V—tfJ, 

However, using 1.16 and 1.43 we get 

UeiF   =   V-^'^^VP   =   V-^d + lJVP. 

This enables us to rewrite 1.44 in the form 

Y,c^(q,t)P[DAq,t)] = jj PiD^t)] + ^(v-^iVPj^to,*)] , 

which, in view of 1.12 (in)*, is just another way of writing 1.41. 
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To prove 1.42 we can again start with 1.43 and get 

(by 1.17)   =    Y, M^X*1. W.). 
lJL-<r- V 

(by 1.31)   =   {F^TyeyEv)^   =   (F , & + 1) Tiff„>, 

=   M(bxF,TxHv)^   +   (F, Ti^), , 

and another application of 1.17 gives 

(1.45) X)d'"'(9'*)p[£,M(9.*)]   =   ^[^(9.*)]   +   Mlla^^Cg,*)]  . 
fl4r-V 

Now, using 1.43 again we have 

US.F   =   V-^-^iTeVP   =   V^iVP 

and 1.12 (iv) transforms 1.45 into 1.42, completing the proof of the theorem. 

Proof of Proposition 1.2. Note first that setting P = 1 in 1.42 gives 

(1.46) XX^'*)   =   ^ 

as desired. Next, for k > 1, we choose P to be the power symmetric function pk i 
1.42 and get 

(1.47) ^d^iq^Dpiq^t")   =   Du(q\tk)   +   (D^p^D^t)]   . 
H<—u 

Since the definition in 1.4 gives 

(1.48) i?M(«*,tfc)  = ^(gfc,ifc) + (i-OU-^CW)* , 

using 1.48 and 1.46 in 1.47 we obtain 

(1.49) (l-^Xl-^^d^fo.tHVT,,)*   =   (I?-^)^^,*)]  . 

Now, the first of 1.10 for k = — 1 gives 

25-iP* = (P* + (1"tll1"<'fe)) E (-^)me-ra [_, = (1" **)(! - ?fc)(-l)fc-1efc-i[X]. 
m>0 

Using this in 1.49 and carrying out the necessary cancellations completes the proof of 
1.40. 

The remarkable fact that the identity in 1.17 permits us to evaluate these sums 
without explicit knowledge of the coefficients cfll/(q,t) and dfll/(q,t) suggests that this 
idea may be extended to cases where such explicit knowledge is not available. To 
be precise, for a homogeneous symmetric function / E A=k let us denote by 5^ the 
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operator which is the *-adjoint of multiplication by /. From the Macdonald Fieri rules 
we derive that there are certain rational functions c^g, t) giving, for every fj, h n > k 

(1.50) S'fHriX-^t]   =    £ c^(q,t)Hv[X;q,t] , 

where the symbol "1/ Ck JJ," is to represent that the sum has to be carried out over 
partitions z/ C fi where the difference fi/v consists of precisely k cells. Similarly, we 
have rational functions d^^q^t) giving 

(1.51) f[X]Hv[X;q,t]   =    ^  d^t) H^q^] . 

Withtout explicit knowledge of these coefficients, the method illustrated above yields 
identities which are entirely analogous to 1.41 and 1.42. The result for the c^(g, t) is 
the nicest in this case and it can be stated as follows. 

THEOREM 1.5. For any P G A we have 

(1.52) ^c^iq^PlD^t)]   =   (V-'nX-elVPJlD^t)] 

Proof. Proceeding as before we use 1.43 and write 

J2 <£, (q,t)P [Dv (?,*)]    =    J2 CU («' *)n^ [^ («' *)] 

a53) =    E^'*)^'7"!^), 

=   (/F.Ti^,).   =   TLf^D^t))  . 

Now we have 

IifF   =   V^TTV^VP   =   V-lf[X-e]VP . 

Using this in 1.53 yields 1.52 and completes our argument. 

2.   Nabla at t = 1 and q-Lagrange inversion.  A natural integral basis for 
the space hz[q) ls given by the symmetric functions 

(2.1) {H^q,!}}, . 

This given, we simply define V|t_1 to be the operator V obtained by setting 

(2.2) Vff^Xjg,!]   =    (vH^Xiq.t])^   =   qn^ H^X'^l] . 

Now we have the following basic fact. 

THEOREM 2.1.  The operator V is multiplicative on Az[q] and may be computed 
by setting for all m > 0 

(2-3) V/i^]    =   qMfhnW  . 
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Proof. It follows from [22] (p. 364 ex. 7) that the symmetric functions in 2.1 are 
given by the formula 

(2.4) H^X-^l]   =   n^^V[A]  • 
2=1 

Since we may write 

(2.5) «^) = n«(9). 
i=l 

we see that the combination of 2.2, 2,4 and 2.5 yields 

Z(/i) KM) 

i=l i=l 

or better 

/(/*) KM) 

i=l i=l 

This proves the multiplicativity as well as 2.3. 

Theorem 1.2 has a number of truly remarkable consequences. To begin with let us 
recall that, the reformulation in terms of V, of the conjectured Frobenius characteristic 
£)iJn[X; g, t\ of the module of Sn diagonal harmonics reduces to the formula 

(2.6) DHn^q.t}   =   Ven . 

In particular, since we have the expansion 

/Lthn i 

(with fp the forgotten basis element indexed by /x), setting t = 1 in 2.6 and using 
Theorem 2.1 we immediately obtain that 

(2.7) DHn[X;q,l}   =   Ven   =   £) ( JJ9^ V[TT^J] ) /MU - ?] • 
/ihn        i 

This result leads to the following beautiful corollary of Theorem 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.2. For any A h n we have 

(2.8) VSX[X}   =   det   DHyi+j^[X;q,l} 
l(X') 

Moreover, equating coefficients of Sin in the Schur function expansion of both sides 
gives 

(2.9) VSA[X] =   det CA{+j-i(g) 
*>J=I 

w/ien: {CTO(g,)}TO is the q-analogue of the Catalan sequence defined by the recurrence 
m 

(2.10) Cm(q)   =   ^^-1Cft-1(g)Cm_A(g) (with    C0 = l) 
fc=i 

Pnoo/. Applying V to both sides of the Jacobi-Trudi identity 

J(V) 
5A [X]   =   det   e^-i [X] 

*ii=i 

immediately gives 2.8 because of 2.7 and the multiplicativity of V. Now 2.8 and the 
Fieri rules yield 

(2.11) VSX[X} 
S1r, 

=   det DHyi+j^[X;q,l] 
l(X') 

and 2.9 follows from the fact (proved in [11]) that for each m 

DHm[X;q,l] 
Sin 

=   Cm(q). 

REMARK 2.1. We should point out that it was precisely the relation in 2.9 
that permitted M. Bousquet-Melou to identify the sign occurring in formula 1.8 of 
Conjecture I. More recently, C. Lenart (see [20]), using formula 2.8 was able to obtain 
a combinatorial proof of the Schur positivity of the symmetric function (—1)^A ^ V 5A 

thereby establishing the case t = 1 and m = 1 of Conjecture I. 

Another curious consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the relation that V has to La- 
grange inversion. But before we can proceed we need to recall some notation. 

The g-Lagrange inversion problem studied in [1], [7] and [17] may be stated as 
follows. We are given a formal power series 

F(z)   =   Fxz   +  F2Z2   +   F3z
3   +   ••• (with Fi ^ 0) 

and we are to construct the formal power series 

/(*)   =   fiz   +   f2Z2   +   fsz3   +   ••• (with/i#0) 

which solves the equation 

(2.12) z   =   F1f(z)   +   F2f(z)f(zq)   +   F3f(z)f(zq)f(zq2)   +   ■■■   . 

We should note at the onset that equating coefficients of zn in this equation, the 
coefficients fn may be uniquely recursively constructed. Thus existence and uniqueness 
of the solution is not in question. The problem is to find a useful explicit closed form 
for the solution. The solution was given a closed form in [7] in terms of two operations 
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roofing and starring which may be defined as follows. Given a formal power series 
$(z) — Z}fc>o $n2n5 ^s "roofing" and "unroofing" of $ are respectively defined by 
setting 

(2.13) M{z)   =   Y,^riq~^zn       and V$(^)   =   Y,^ q^ zn . 
k>0 k>0 

In the same vein, when $0 = 1, "left" and "right stars" of $(z) are obtained by setting 

(2.14) **(*) = $(z)$(z/q)§(z/q2) • • •      and       **(*) = *(z)*(^)$(^2) • • • 

This given, it was shown in [7] that when F(z) is of the form 

z z 
(2.15) F(z)   =   —   =   —^-—^-T-—T—- 

then the solution /(z) of 2.12 is given the expression 

(2-16) /(*)   =   z ^-^4 . K       J J w V *R(z) 

This rather mysterious formula was difficult to use at the time in that there was 
no method to derive from 2.16 an actual expression for the coefficients fn. These 
coefficients were given explicit expressions in [11] by means of the theory of symmetric 
functions. The reader may also find there a lattice path interpretation of 2.12 as well 
as its solution f(z). Our purpose here is to show that V is intimately related to this 
g-Lagrange inversion problem. In fact, a number of the manipulations carried out in 
[7] and [11] will be seen to acquire an entirely new light by means of V and plethystic 
notation. 

To begin with we should note that the reason we can use the theory of symmetric 
functions in this context is due to the fact that, given an infinite alphabet X = 
xi + X2 + xs + • • •, the elementary symmetric functions ei [X], 62 [X], 63 [X],... are 
algebraically independent. Thus any formulas we may derive in the special case that 
Rn = en[X] in 2.4, will remain valid when, upon expressing everything in terms of 
the elementary basis, we make the substitutions en[X]-±Rn. This idea will perhaps 
be better understood after we illustrate it by some examples. 

An important ingredient in this development is that the roofing operator untangles 
certain "tangled" products of g-series. More precisely, we have the following basic 
identity 

PROPOSITION 2.1. For any two q-series A(z) = ^2m>0Am(q)zm and B(z) = 
Y,m>QBm{q)zrn we set 

(2.17) (A*B){z)   =     J2   An(q)Bm(q)q™zn+m   =   ]£ An(q) zn B(qn z)  . 
n,m>0 n>0 

This given we have 

(2.18) A(A*B)   =   (AA) X(AB) . 

This identity follows routinely from 2.17 and the definition in 2.13. A proof may 
also be found in [7]. 
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Keeping this in mind, we can prove the following surprising result. 

THEOREM 2.2. When 

(2.19) F(z)   = Z Z 

Em>oen[X]z" n[zX] 

the solution of 2.12 is simply given by the formal series 

(2.20) f(z)   =   zVSl[zqX}  . 

In particular the coefficients of f(z) may be computed from the formula 

(2.21) /„   =   g^Ven-!   =   q"-1   £    (JJ^Oh^^] ) /„[! - q] . 
/ihn—1 i 

Proof. Substituting 2.20 in the right hand side of 2.12 and using the multiplica- 
tivity of V we obtain 

Y^Fnf{z).--f(zqn-1z)   =    ^Fnz
nq&)v(l[zqX](l[z<?X]---(l[zqnX] 

n>l m>l 

n>l 

=   Y. Fn ^ 9(S) Vfi [zq^X] /ft [zq^X] 
n>l 

=   (™[zqT$;X])JEl
F»znfi) /™[zq£x]  . 

n>l 

Thus to show 2.12 we need only verify that 

(2221 Z =   T    Fnznq{l) 

vn^^x]      ^^[zq^x] • 

Now the multiplicativity of V allows us to rewrite this relation in the form 

z^i-zq^X]   =   YJFnZnq^VCl[-zq^-qX}  . 
n>l 

Or better yet, since for any alphabet Y we have f2[—y] = Vi[eY] we are reduced to 
showiug that 

zvtolezq^x] = ^Fn^gGJvn^^-x:] . 
n>l 

We Ccin now "roof " both sides and obtain 

zVA^fezj^X])   =   ^FnZ^VAnlezqj^X]  . 
n>l 

Recalling the definition of V, this is simply 

m>0 n>l m>0 
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which may also be written as 

and this is in complete agreement with the choice we made in 2.19. 

Another curious result established in [7], whose nature is better understood by 
means of V, can be stated as follows. 

THEOREM 2.3. If F(z) and f(z) are two formal power series related by 2.12, 
then for two sequences of constants {3>n}n>o, {^nln^o we have 

(2.23) Y,^mf{m)---f{zqn~1)   =   £*mz" 
n>0 m>0 

if and only if 

(2.24) £ $n zn   =   Y, *»» F(z)F(z/<l) ■ ■ ■ -F W1) • 
n>0 m>0 

V-Proof Using 2.20 we may write the left hand side of 2.23 in the forms 

n>0 

^2 $n znq^) Vn [zqX] VCl [zq2X] • • • V^ [zqnX] 

=   ^*nZnq®™[-±E£-zqX] 
n>0 

= 5>Bz«,G)vft[^z^/vft[^*x] 
n>0 

Thus 2.23 is equivalent to 

(2.25) ^$nZVs)vn[^zX] = (vn[f^zx]) 53 *mz" 
n>0 m>0 

Using again the fact that for any A we have fi[— A] = QfeA], roofing both sides of 2.25 
yields 

(2.26) (£*»*") A Vn^ezX]   =   A^yfif^zX]) ^ 9mz<»)  . 
n>0 m>0 
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Now we have 

m>0 

n,m>0 

(2.27) =     E  ^[i5§?](«)B9-n,B*m9-^)^ 
n,m>0 

m>0 

m>0 

and 

AVn[j^eZX]   =   Y2<l{n2)hn[gi]q-®(tz)n 

n>0 

(2-28) = E Miffc] Mn , 
n>0 

Using 2.27 and 2.28 in 2.26 gives 

n>0 m>0 

and this can be rearranged to 

~n-l 

proving the equivalence of 2.23 and 2.24. 

It. will be good to illustrate how these symmetric function identities can be used 
in ^-enumeration. To this end let us recall that a "Lukaciewicz" path of length n is 
a lattice path which starts at the origin and ends at (n,0), always remaining weakly 
above the the rc-axis. Its steps are also restricted to be the vectors 

vk   =   (M-l) (forfc>0). 

Calling £ the collection of all such paths, we associate to each path TT G C the "weight" 

where A(7r) denotes the area between the path and the x-axis, n(7r) is the number of 
steps of TV and rrik (TT) denotes the number of times TT takes the step Vk. Now it is well 
known and easy to show that the formal power series 

L{z)   =   Y, w(*) 
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satisfies the following equation: 

L(z) = l+zx1L(z)+z2q® X2L(z)L(zq) + • • '-\-zkq^xkL(z)L(zq) • • • L(^gfc"1)+- • •   . 

Setting g(z) = zL(z), we are led to the equation 

(2.29)    g(z) = z(l + xxgiz) + x2g(z)g{zq) + • • • + xkg(z)g{zq) • • -g{zqk-1) + • • •)  . 

Note next that if we apply Theorem 2.3 to the equation 2.12, we derive that we must 
also have 

J2fnF(z)F(z/q)---F(z/q
n-1)   =   z. 

n>l 

Now in the case that F{z) is given by 2.15 we can rewrite this as 

YJfnF{zlq)'"F{zlqn-1)   =   R(z)   =   1 + R^ + i*2z
2 + • ■ • + Rkz

k   +   •••   . 
n>l 

The replacement z->qz then gives 

Y,fnF(z)..-F(z/qn-2)   =   R(z)   =   1 + Rw + R2q
2z2 + • • - + Rkq

kzk + • • •   , 
n>l 

and a further use of Theorem 2.3 yields the equivalent equation 

n>l A;>0 

This is 

m = z(l + R1qf(z) + R2(?f(z)f(zq)  +  ••■  +  Rk<fmf(zq)...f{zqk-1) + ...)  . 

Comparing with 2.29, we see that the ^-enumerator L(z) of Lukaciewicz paths by area 
may be obtained by solving 2.12 when F(z) is given by 2.15 with 

Rk=xk/qk (fork>l). 

To be precise we have 
L(z)   =   f(z)/z . 

Thus if we denote by £n the collection of Lukaciewicz paths with n steps, formula 
2.21 gives that 
(2.30) 

E /w*r(,r)*r(*)*r,(,r)-=9B E (n^^O-M1-*] 
7TECn /ihn        i 

ei—txi/q* 

where it is to be understood that the replacements indicated by the symbol "I _^ ., •" 
should be carried out after the preceding symmetric function has been expanded in 
terms of the elementary basis. We should also mention that it can be shown (see [11]) 
that for fji = lQ:i2Q;23Q!3 • • • a fc-part partition of n we have 

(2.31) fol-q]   =   (-1)"-*ii^ll^l-^)  . 
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The special cases where the paths are restricted to have only certain selected subsets 
of steps can be obtained from 2.30 by setting to 0 the appropriate subset of Xk- For 
instance, the polynomial below 

^i6 + {qA + 2 q3 + 3 q2 + 4 q + 5) q£2 x^ 

+ {<16 + Q5 + 3 q4 + 3 q3 + 5 q2 + 3 q + 4) q3X3 Xi3 

+ (tf6 + 2g5 + 5g4 + 4tf3 + 6^2 + 6q + 6) (?x<?x^ 

+ (<76 + 95 + 2^4 + 3<?3 + 3^2 + 2q + 3) ^6X4 Xi2 

+ (tf7 + 3^6 + 2^5 + 6^4 + 4^3 + 4g2 + 4g + 6) q4x2 xz xx 

+ (g6+^4 + 2^ + l)^2
3 

+ (g4 + 1) (^2 + 2) (?X2 x4 

+ (q6+q3 + l)q6x3
2 

was obtained from 2.30 by setting n — 6, e\ — xi/q, 62 = X2lq2-I 63 = x^/q3, 
64 = xs/q4 and 65 = ee = 0. Accordingly it ^-enumerates by area the collection 
of Lukaciewicz paths of length 6 which only use steps vo,vi,V2,vs and V4. Of course 
such polynomials may also be readily computed via the recursions that they necessarily 
satisfy. What is interesting is that the theory of symmetric functions provides the tools 
for constructing them quite explicitly. 

REMARK 2.2. It stands to reason that V itself must yield some q, t version of 
Lagmnge inversion. In fact, starting again with F(z) = z/£l[zX], we might call the 
q, ^-inverse of F(z) a power series f(z) of the form 

(2.32) f(z)   =   z^2cn(q,t)Venz
n 

n>0 

for a suitable choice of the coefficients cn(q,t). Of course, since V is symmetric in 
q, t, whatever we showed for the specialization at t = 1 goes through verbatim (by 
interchanging q and t) for the specialization at q = 1. So in the former case we 
take cn(q,t) = qn and in the latter cn(q,t) = tn. Curiously enough, we find that the 
specicilization at t = 1/q of 2.32 can also be related to Lagrange inversion if we take 

cn(q,t) = q(2K In fact, it was shown in [11] that 

(2.33) q®Ven 

en[X(l + <? + ... + ^)] 
t=i/q 1 + q + • • • + qn 

Thus the formal series in 2.32 with this specialization becomes 

(2.34) /(,)   =,E-[*'+«+-+/,>],., 

To recognize the nature of the connection with Lagrange inversion in this case, we 
need only point out that we may write 

en[X(l-}-q + --- + qn)]    =   Q[zX]n[zqX] • • • Cl[zqnX] 
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Thus 2.34 may be viewed as 

/"+!   =   E i ■     +...+   n VlzXMzqX] ■ ■ • Cl[zqnX} 
n>0 ^ ^ 

or better yet (equating 2.15 and 2.19) this is simply 

f»+l    =    Il1 + a+
1.. + anR(Z)R(Z<l)--R(Z<ln) 

n>0 q q 

which is easily seen to reduce to the classical Lagrange inversion formula for q = 1. 
In summary V offers a way of interpolating, by means of the interplay between q and 
t, between two quite different yet natural g-analogues of Lagrange inversion, namely, 
between the one which affords a combinatorial interpretation of the solution and one 
which simply exhibits a ^-analogue of the solution formula. Only time will tell if there 
is a "natural" explanation for this curious fact. 

3. Positivity properties. In this section we shall present a variety of conjec- 
tures which resulted from experimenting with V and related operators. To simplify 
the statement of our results we need to introduce some terminology. Here and in 
the following when we say that a certain symmetric function F is "Schur integral" 
we simply mean that it has a Schur function expansion with coefficients in Z[#,£]. If 
the coefficients are in N[g, t] then we shall say that F is "Schur positive integrar or 
briefly "Schur positive". If F or — F is Schur positive, we shall say that F is "virtually 
positive". If the elementary basis expansion of F has coefficients in N[g,£] we shall 
say that F is "e-positive ". Of course e-positivity is stronger than Schur positivity. 
The results of last sections essentially state that qn Ven is e-positive. In this particular 
case the result could be established by giving a combinatorial interpretation to the co- 
efficients. However, this is one of the very few positivity findings that can be actually 
proved. In most cases the best we can do is offer a "proof" based on some stronger 
and more general conjecture. For instance, there is relatively simple algorithm which 
constructs the polynomials H^X-^q^t], based on the fact that for any /x we have the 
triangularity relations: 

H^[x-q,t] = M?.*)^^] + E^rrtW (<?.*) 
(3.1) *<" 

A>fx 

If we program this on the computer we would quickly be led to the "discovery", without 
explicit knowledge of any the coefficients a\^{q^i) or bxIJi(q,t), that the H^'s are in 
fact Schur positive. This is essentially what is now referred to as the "Macdonald 
q, t-Kostka conjecture". However, after a decade of efforts in proving this conjecture, 
considerably more refined information concerning the polynomials H^ has emerged. 
To begin with, Garsia-Haiman have conjectured in [8] that these polynomials are the 
Frobenius characteristics of certain bigraded Sn modules. More precisely, for /z h n 
set 

(3-2) Apfay)   =   detllzp^l^^] 
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and let MM be linear span of the derivatives of A/i(a;;2/); in symbols 

(3-3) MM   =   Cs[dZd° A^xiy)] . 

Moreover let T^sfM^] denote the subspace of M^ consisting of its bihomogeneous 
elements of degree r in x and degree 5 in y. Since Hris\M-fi] is invariant under the 
diagonal action of 5n, we can set 

n(/x) n(//) 

(3.4) C^X-^t]   =   £ £ t'tf FchHr,.\Mll] 
r=0   s=0 

where the symbol "Fch" denotes the operation of taking the Frobenius image of a 
character, that is, the map that sends the character xX onto the Schur function S\. 

Now it was conjectured in [8] that for all /i we have 

(3-5) C^Xiq.t]   =   H^X-^t] . 

Of course the Macdonald q, t-Kostka conjecture would then follow, since under this 
equality the coefficients Kxfl(q,t) in 1.21 would have to encode the manner in which 
the irreducible S'n-character xX is distributed among the components T-^fM^]. We 
shall refer to 3.5 as the "C = H" conjecture. We should mention that 3.5 has been 
verified for all /J, h n < 8 by computer, for fj, a hook in [12], for two row partitions and 
for any partition obtained by adding an inner corner to a hook [23]. It can be shown 
by an elementary combinatorial argument that for any // f- n we have (see [12]) 

(3.6) dim M^ < n! 

Since Macdonald in [21] showed that 

(3.7) Kx^(q, t) \t =   fx (the number of standard tableaux of shape A) 

it would immediately follows from 3.5 that we must have equality in 3.6. Surprisingly, 
even this tantalizingly simple assertion, which has come to be referred to as the "n!- 
conjecture", has also escaped proof after more than ten years since its formulation in 
[21]. What is even more surprising is the fact that Haiman in [19] proved that the 
validity of the n! conjecture for any given fi forces 3.5 to be true for that same /i. In 
[3] and [2] the reader may find a variety of conjectures that strengthen and extend 
the n! conjecture. We shall recall here those that are most intimately related to our 
operator V. 

Let /J, be a fixed partition of n + 1 and let 

(3.8) VredQi)   =   { z/1) , i/2) , ... , v^ } 

be the collection of partitions obtained by removing one of the corners of fi. For a pair 
v—>fjL, it will be convenient to denote by /x/z/ the corner cell we must remove from // to 
get v. To be specific, we shall assume that the partitions in 3.8 are ordered so that the 
corner fi/v^ is northwest of the corner ///i/*54"1). For two subsets T C S C Vred(ii) 
set 

(3.9)    M? = ( n Ma) n (( E M£ h n M" 
. 0eS-T        /        \ aeT 
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where the symbols uf\n and "^" denote intersection and sum (not usually direct) 
of vector spaces, and "_L" denotes the operation of taking orthogonal complements 
with respect to the natural scalar product of polynomials in rci,... ,xn;7/i,... ,yn 

that makes monomials into an orthogonal set. Since this scalar product is invariant 
under the diagonal action of Sn , we see that Mj is a well-defined 5n-module. We 
shall denote its bivariate Probenius characteristic by ^J. One of the assertions of the 
SF-heuristics in [3] is that in the linear span 

C[Ha : aeS] 

we have m = |5| Schur positive symmetric polynomials 

such that for any T C 5 of cardinality k we have 

kT    _     ts 
llaeS-T^a 

It is also a consequence of the SF-heuristics that for k = 1,... , m — 1 we can set 

(3.10) <j>f = (-vr-*4ra), 

while (f)g    itself can be computed from the formula 

("D #> - £( n r£m)*' = £(11 1^75)*• ■ 
ae5    pes/{a} a/   P aES   (3eS/{a} '   p 

To be consistent with the notation we adopted in [3] we shall use the symbols ^ or 

(fy^ to denote $$ or (jrs * when S = Vred(ij). In this vein, it will also be convenient 
to set, for any subset S C Tred(ii), 

CS   =   Vred{fi) - S . 

Now it is shown in [3] that 

In particular, when S consists of a single partition i/M e /Pred(fi), this reduces to 

(3.13) Hvii)(x;q,t)   =    (    f[    (1 - -?-)) ^  , 

which may also be rewritten in the form (see 3.19 of [3]) 

(3.14) Hvl{}(x;q,t)   =   ^W ed_jJ_ + J_+... +J- 
^i Liiy(l) -*i/(2) ^^(d [/(d) 3^(0 - 

Finally note that if z/(*) = a € 5 then by combining 3.12 and 3.13 we can also write 

*,(*;,,*) =  n (i-J) n (i-^)^ =  n (i-^) ^ 
pes-^^a »   pe cs ^ peS',p^a 
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or equivalently, for 5 = {a^^a^,... ,a^} and a = a^ 

(3.15) HaW(x;q,t)   =   ^^e^J-—+-^ + • • • + -—]   . 

To complete the picture we need to recall that in [3] the weights of the corners 

were respectively called 
Xi , X2 , ... , Xd  . 

Moreover, if 

(3.16) Xi = tl,iqa'i 

then we also set 

(3.17) m   =   ^+igai (for   t = 1,2,... ,d - 1) 

We shall refer to the ui as the weights of the "inner corners" of /i. Finally we set 

(3.18) UQ   =   /i/tf   ^   ^   =   9a'dA     and     ^o   =   1/^ • 

It was shown in [15] that the products in 1.38 giving the coefficients c^q^i) 
undergo massive cancellations which reduce them to relatively simpler expressions in 
terms of the corner weights. This results in the formula 

1    1     IlLo (^ - u3) 
rd (3-19) C^(0   =   ^^rr« r ^ 

Taking account of the fact that   Xi Tvv) = T^ ,   formula 3.13 can then also be written 
in the form 

d 

(3.20) Hv(i){x;q,t)   =       J]    (1" V|i) ^  ' 

This given, from 3.19 and 3.20 we can derive the following beautiful identities:^) 
(3.21) 

d 

•> a"^ = sv(n('-'|))* 
^    ^    £r     _   Y^    vs      em+i_A;[xoH +xd]   -   em+i-jb[MoH h MJ] 

We should note that one of the consequences of 3.11 is that for any two predecessors 
a and /? of a partition /i h n 4-1 the symmetric function 

(3.22) •-IXi,,fl   =   T^jX;,,]   -   W;9,t) 

(t) See Theorem 3.3 of [3] 
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is the conjectured Frobenius characteristic of the intersection of the two 5n-modules 
Ma and M/3 and therefore it should always be Schur positive. It is another conse- 
quence of the Science Fiction heuristic that we should have 

1-2 
—    ^2 ^1 

'9=1 

In particular for all such pairs we should have 

$a0[X;q,t]\t zl    =   S2Sr 

Tl] 

(3.23) dim  Ma n M^   =   — . 

It may be shown that this identity implies the n!-conjecture. 
In the same vein, by combining 3.10 with 3.11, we derive that the symmetric 

function 

(3.24) *a0[X;q,t]   =   -V<MX;M   =   Ta T0 ^M   -  Ha[X;q,t} 

must also be Schur positive since 

(3.25) *<*[*;**]      and      ^p[X^t] 
K      J Tp Tp 

should respectively give the Frobenius characteristics of the two 5n-modules 

(3.26) Ma D (Ma fl M^) and       M^ n (Ma fl Mp)     . 

Further refinements of these Schur positivity conjectures may be obtained by means 
of the general forms of 3.10 and 3.11. But even the latter are but very special cases of 
the general positivity conjectures that are formulated in [2]. To keep our presentation 
to a reasonable size we shall only mention one example that we find most interesting. 
Namely, that with /JL \- n -f 1, and Tred(ii) as given in 3.8, and the corner weights as 
defined above, the symmetric function 

(3.27) ^   -   X, rTd ,     _fr x  H^  • 
s=l   llr^lr^sV^s       xr) 

should always be the Frobenius characteristic of a bigraded left regular representation 
of Sn. The reader is referred to [2] and [3] for further examples and the arguments 
justifying all these assertions. 

Experimenting with our operators V, Dk and Dl we quickly run into polynomials 
in q, t with positive integer coefficients. Although we may usually find a representation 
theoretical "reason" for this, the actual proof invariably eludes us. In most cases the 
best we can do is derive the result from the positivity of the q, t-Kostka. The following 
result is a good instance in point. 

THEOREM 3.1. On the Macdonald positivity conjecture, for any integer k > 1, 
we have: 

(3-28) ((   M   )  i) [A-fa,*)] e < 
t {0}        otherwise. 
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Proof. From 1.12 (iii)* we derive that 

V(l+ £>!*)* V-1   =   (1 + ei)* 

and since V-1! = 1 we may write 

(3.29) V(1 + Z>I)*1   =   (l + ei)fc . 

Note further that from the definition of e it follows that 

T^ei   =   ei[X-e]   =   1 + a 

and 3.29 can be converted to 

V(l+ £>!*)*!   =   TT1^ 

or, better yet 

(1+ £*)*!   =   V^Tr1*!  • 

In view of 1.16 we may rewrite this as 

(1 + Z?I)*1   =   He^ 

so we can use the identity in 1.20 and obtain 

0 if  M < k , 

M   :)"1)^^^   - 
1 + 2?^ 

(e^ef^H,)^    i£\vi\=n>k. 

This establishes the result for |/z| < k. Now for n > k the identity in 1.4 yields that 

(3-30) Ul±£Vjk A [D^qtt)]   =   (K^hS , HJ   =   Stds^H, . 

Recalling that we have the expansion 

dsn-kSx[X}   =        £      SV[X] , 

where the symbol "A/i/ G Hn-k" is to denote that A/i/ is a horizontal (n — A;)-strip, 
we see that substituting 1.7 in 3.30 gives (for /J, h n > A;) 

(3.31) ^ ^ A x/v^un-k 

A \/uenn-k 

where /^ denotes the number of standard tableaux of shape ZA  This completes our 
proof. 
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REMARK 3.1. We should point out that for q — t = 1 the polynomial on the left 
hand side of 3.28 reduces to a very familiar number. In fact, since H^[X\ q, t]\t=q=i = 
e™, from 3.30 we derive that for n > k 

(3.32)  ((±±£1)* i) [D^t)}   t=i    =   ds^Ae"   =   n(n-l)---(n-k + l) . 
M t = l 

q = l 

We may thus view this polynomial as a q, ^-analogue of the descending factorial. It 
would be interesting to find a combinatorial interpretation for this. The identity in 
3.31 reveals that this should be a challenging task. Here, we can only suggest a very 
interesting representation theoretical interpretation. 

Recall that if M is a bigraded 5n-module and V,rs (M) is the subspace consisting 
of the elements of M which are of bidegree (r, s) then the "bigraded" Hilbert series 
FM((Z, t) of M is given by the formal sum 

(3.33) FM(q,t)   =    Y,   trqs dim-HrsiM). 
r,s>0 

It is well known and easy to show that if $[X;^,t] is the Frobenius characteristic of 
M then .FM(<7> t) may be computed by means of the formula 

(3.34) FM(q,t)   =   d?*[X;q,t]. 

Now for k > 1 let 

(3.35) M« = /:[^a«i..-^a»AM] 

be the linear span of all polynomials obtained by differentiating A/X(a;; y) in all possible 

ways but only with respect to the first k of the Xi and yi. For convenience let i^ ^ (</, t) 

denote the Hilbert series of M^ ^ and set 

(3.36) GW{q,t)   =   TMFW(l/g,l/t) . 

It develops that the polynomial in 3.28 should be none other than the Hilbert series 
of M^ ^. More precisely 

THEOREM 3.2.    On the n\-conjecture, for |//| > k we have 

(3.37) (Vl + ^ViWfo,*)]   =   GfHq,t) 
M 

Proof. In view of 3.30 we need only show that 

(3.38) G^(q,t)   =   Sfds^Hn . 

To this end, we start by noting that the space M^ ^ may also be obtained by anti- 
symmetrizing all the elements of MM with respect to the symmetric group S^+i,... )n]. 
More precisely, let B = [k + 1,... , n] and, using Young's notation, let P[B] and N[B] 
respectively denote, the formal sums of all the elements and all the "signed" elements 
of S[k+i,... ,n]- Our claim is that 

(3.39) M^   =   iV[£]MM . 
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To see this note that since we can factorize any monomial m(x,y) = 
m(xi,2/1,... ,xn,yn) in the form 

m = mi(xi,2/i,... ,Xk,yk) x ^2 (xk+i, Vk+i, • • • ,xk,yk) 

we shall have 

(3.40)        N[B](m(dx;dy)Afl(x]y))   =   m1{dx]dy) (P[B}m2)(dx]dy) A^foy) . 

Since the polynomial P[B]m2(xfc+i,2/^+1,... ^Xk^yk) is invariant under the diagonal 
action of S^+i,... ,n]»it follows from a theorem of H. Weyl (see [24]) that we can express 
it as a polynomial in the polarized power sums 

« 
i=k+l 

However, starting from the definition in 3.2 we can easily show that for r + s > 0 we 
have 

n 

^d^A^y)   =   0. 
2=1 

In other words 

i=k+l 2=1 

This given it follows that for some polynomial Qm2 (xi, yi,... ,Xk,yk) we have 
(3.41) 
(P[B]m2){dXh+1,dyh+1,... ,aa;n,52/n)AM(a;;2/) = Qm2 {dXl, ayi,... A^jA^x;?/). 

Substituting 3.41 in 3.40 gives 

N[B](m(dx',dy)Ap(x;y)) 

= rn1(dXl,dy1,... idx^dy^Qm^dx^dy^... ,dXk,dyh)Ap{x',y) . 

This proves that 

(3.42) N[B]M^ C M^ . 

On the other hand, for any monomial mi (xi, 2/1,... ,Xk,yk), we clearly have 

mi^,^,... ,aa.fc)AM(a;;2/)   =   — JV[J3] (mi (5Xl, 9^,... ^jA^ajj/))   . 

Thus the reverse inclusion 

is trivial, proving 3.39. 
Now it may be shown, (see [10] Proposition 6.1) that if M is a bigraded 5n-module 

with bivariate Frobenius characteristic $M(^; Q, t), then the bivariate Frobenius char- 
acteristic of N[B]M, as an S^... ^-module is given by the simple expression 

dsin_k$M(X;q,t) . 

In particular, the Hilbert series of iV[jB]M, may be computed from the formula 

FN[B]M(q,t)   =   5idsin_h$M(X;q,t) . 
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Applying this result to the case M = MM, we see that, on the n!-conjecture, we must 
have 

(3.43)       FW(q,t)   =   FMw{q,t)   =   FN[B]MlA(q,t)   =   d^ds^^H^X^t) . 

Finally, we observe that 1.13 gives 

Thus combining 3.36 and 3.43 we derive that 

G<*>(9,t)   =   rMfffds1B_fcfl-M[X;l/9tl/t] 

=   Stds^HAX-^t] 

This proves 3.38, completing our argument. 

We should note that both G^ ' (q, t) and F^ ^ (q, t) satisfy the same recursion. 
More precisely, 

THEOREM 3.3. For |/x| > k > 1 we have 

(3.44) 

with the initial conditions 

a) G^(q,t)   =   B^t) , 
(3-45) t->\ b) F^^t)   =   TMl/qMt) . 

Proof. Note that from 3.43 and 1.36 we immediately get that for k > 1 

F(Ji)(q,t)= Sf^ds^JiH^X^t) 

= J2 CvAv^St1 dsin_kHv(X;q,t) . 

This proves 3.44 b).  The recursion in 3.44 a) is proved in exactly the same way by 
means of 3.38. Note next that 3.37 gives 

G^(<l,t)   =   (il^i)^,*)]  . 

Now from the definition in 1.10 we immediately get Dl 1 = ei. Thus, recalling 1.4, we 
obtain 

as desired. The identity in 3.45 b) follows from 3.36. 

GP(q,t)   =   -^[^(9.*)]   =   -jrlMB^t)-!]   =   B^t) , 
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REMARK 3.2. It would seem that we should be able to construct a proof of the 
positivity of the polynomial G^ ^ (g, t) by an induction argument based on the recursion 
in 3.44. In fact, we shall see that can do this for k = 2. The question remains whether 
a similar argument can be carried out in full generality. 

Recalling the definitions of corners weights given in 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 let us 
denote by Bij(q,t) the portion of the polynomial 

that is contributed by the rectangle 

Hit   =   {(^a') : Z;.+1 <l'< Ij , aU < a' < a't } . 

Note that we must have then 
(3.46) 

Bij(q,t)=      Y,     t'tf'   =   t'$+i9
0'-i(t + -.- + t,WJ+i)(g + "- + g0'-0i-i) 

(i',a')eft;,- 

q 1-1/t 1 - 1/q 

M 

Next call 7l*j the rectangle obtained by lifting TZij so that its top side lies on the 
boundary of the Ferrers diagram of fj,. We can easily see that we must have 

This given, combining with 3.46 and using the definitions in 3.16 and 3.17 we obtain 
that 

(3.47) B^(q,t)   =   -^-^(UJ - Xj^Ui-! - Xi) 

Now note that for a given 1 < j < d the rectangles %^ are disjoint as i varies from 1 
to j. Thus 

BMJ)   -   YfB^t) » 0 
2=1 

where the symbol "A » B" is to mean that the difference A — B has non-negative 
integer coefficients. In particular we derive that 

Bl   -   I> !>«(«>*)   »   Bl   -  B» llxi » 0 • 
j—i      i=i i=i 

Taking this into account we see from 3.47 that the positivity of G> (g,£) is an imme- 
diate consequence of the following explicit formula . 
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THEOREM 3.4. 

(3.48) G^M   =   Bl   -   ^^jrtxi-Ui-iKxj-Uj) 

Proof. Combining the recursion in 3.44 a) with the initial condition in 3.45 a) we 
get that 

Now since Bv = BM — X^/Tj, we may rewrite this as 

G^(q,t)   =   ^c^(g,t)^(^t)   -   J2C^^T^T- ' 

But then 1.37 gives 

G%Xq,t)   =   Bl(q,t)   -   ^ h2[D,(q,t)/qt} . 

Now it is shown in [15] (Proposition 2.3) that 

D^(q,t)/qt   =   xi-\ + xd   -   UQ ud 

This given, 3.48 follows from the simple symmetric function identity 

d      d 

h2[xi-\ \-Xd    -    UQ Ud]    =    y^y^(gi -Ui-i)(Xj -Uj)   . 

We terminate this section with three remarkable V-positivity conjectures. 

CONJECTURE II. For any partitions X,fi we have 

(3.49) (_i)lMl-iOO (v^foO.i) , Sx(x)) € N[q,t]. 

REMARK 3.3. The fact that VH^(x]0jt) appears to be virtually positive was 
discovered by computer experimentation by A. Lascoux, after learning of the virtual 
positivity of VS\. However, the identification of the sign must be as stated in 3.49 to 
be consistent with Conjecture I. To see this note that since we have 

HpixM   -   ^5A(x)^AM(t) 
A 

with Kx^t) the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials, it follows that for /J, = (/zi,//2, • • • ,/^) 

fl^foO,!)   =   ^2Sx(x)Kxfl   =   h^h^-'-h^ 
x 

with Kxfj, denoting the ordinary Kostka number. This given, from the multiplicativity 
of V|t=1 we immediately derive (using the notation of section 2) 

(3.50) Vi^foO,*)!^   =   V/iMlV/v2...VV  . 
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However, setting t -)• 1, m —> 1 and A -> (m) in 1.8 we derive that, on the validity 
of Conjecture I, the expression (—ly^^Vhm must, for all m, evaluate to a Schur- 
positive symmetric function. However, we see that 

(-l)4(im)= r™J+ J2 (t-l-l) = l+2+...+m-l+0+l+---m-2 = m-l(mod 2). 

Using this in 3.50 yields that, according to Conjecture I, the symmetric function 

must be Schur positive. This forces the choice of sign in 3.49. 

Our next conjecture is truly surprising and fraught with tantalizing combinatorial 
implications. 

CONJECTURE III. For every partition /i the symmetric function 

is integral in q and t and Schur positive. Moreover, for any pair of partitions v and ji 
with fi > i/ in dominance, the difference 

VuH^(x]0,l/t)   -   VuHvfaOtl/t) 

is always Schur positive as well. 

REMARK 3.4. We should note that for // = (/xi,/i2, • • • , A^) we have the special- 
ization 

VuHpfaOtl/t) 
t_>i   =   Ve^VeM2---VeMfc 

-   DHn(x]qil)DHft2(x;q,l).--DHflk(x',q,l) . 

It develops that with this specialization, it is not difficult to show that the difference 

VuHpfaOil/t) -   VujHv(x',0,l/t) 

is always Schur positive. Neveretheless, it should make quite an interesting and chal- 
lenging research problem to give a combinatorial proof of this positivity based on the 
Parking Function interpretation of DHm(x; q, 1) described in [11]. 

Surprisingly even the monomial symmetric functions have virtually Schur positive 
V-images. More precisely 

CONJECTURE IV. For any pair of partitions A,/x h n 

(-IJ-'O^Vm^S^eNfe,*] . 

Moreover these polynomials have coefficients that are doubly unimodal in q and t. 

For the benefit of the reader we have displayed in the following page the Schur 
function expansions of the polynomials V uH^x] 0,1/t) for all /x h 4. We can clearly 
observe from this display the monotonicity with respect to dominance as well as all 
sorts of triangularities. 
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54 S31 

VuH{i){x;0,l/t) [1] 

1000 
1100 
1110 

L1110 

022 

10000 
01000 
11100 
OHIO 
00101 

£211 

100000 
110000 
121000 
022100 
012210 
00011 1. 

■Sim 

10 00000 
0100000 
0110000 
0111000 
0011100 
0001110 
00 000 10. 

VLjH(3tl)(x;0,l/t) [1] 

-100- 
100 
110 
.011. 

■100- 
000 
110 
010 
.001. 

■1000- 
1000 
1100 
0200 
0120 
.0001. 

-1000- 
0000 
0100 
0100 
0010 
0001 
.0 0 0 0. 

VivH(2,2)(x;0,l/t) [1] 

■100" 
"1 0 0' 

"1 00" 000 
■10" 000 

100 
010 

10 
110 

110 
010 

11 
010 

020 
001 n 1 0 11 

.001. 000 
.000. 

.000. 

Vo>H(2,i,i)(x;0,l/t) [1] 

-10- "1 0" 
-10- 00 

-10- 00 
10 00 

10 
1 0 

10 
01 

10 
01 

01 
00 

.0 1. .00. 
01 
.00. 

00 
.00. 

Vu;ff(1,1,lll)(ar;0>l/t)—►[!] 

-1- 
1 
1 

.0. 

-1- 
0 
1 
0 
.0. 

-1- 
1 
1 
0 
0 
.0. 

m 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

LO 

REMARK 3.5. We should note that our positivity conjectures can be used to 
deduce further ones through the use of 1.14 b) and the self-adjointness of V with 
respect to the *-scalar product. This is easily seen from the proof of the following 
simple identities. 
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THEOREM 3.5. For A h n set 

(3.51) 

then 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

V5M = ^5AaA,M(g)i), 
Ahn 

VS. 
x_ 
M 

Ahn 

X_ 
M 

Oi^,x'(q,t) , 

,1   1, 

Ahn q 

v-1^ 
M 

Ahn 

axAQ't) = a\At>(l) ■ 

«M.A(-,7), 

Proo/. It follows from 1.2 b) that 

and *-self-adjointness of V gives 

aX!fl(q,t)   =   (S^VSl,).   =   (V5Jt,,5M). 

and 3.52 follows immediately since, again from 1.2 b), we have 

vs; = 5>A (vs;, Sv>. . 
Ahn 

Note further that applying the operator "4," to both sides of 3.51 and using 1.14 b) 
gives 

uhn 

and 3.53 immediately follows by the replacements n -t n' and A -> A'. The identity 
in 3.54 can then be deduced from 3.53 in the same way we deduced 3.52 from 3.51. 

Finally it is shown in [9] that we have 

Note further that from the definition of TM in 1.4 we get that 

where the symbol "|      " is to represent the operation of interchanging t and q in the 
preceding expression. This given, from 1.5 we immediately derive that 

(vL,)^ = (vUM^'U) = V^'U = ^'^U = T^ 
In other words we have 

\t<r+q 
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and this is equivalent to the validity of the identities in 3.55 for all A and fi. 

In the same vein we can easily see that Conjecture III may be restated in the 
following equivalent form. 

CONJECTURE III'. For every pair of partitions /i, A we have 

Moreover, for any pair of partitions v and /i with fi > v in dominance, we have 

S\ q   t 

for all A. 

The stated equivalence is another consequence of 1.14 b) which gives that 

(3.56) lVuHp(x;Q,l/t)   =   V"1 J^foO,*) 

REMARK 3.6. In the case fi = (2, ln~2) we can give a representation theoretical 
proof of the Schur positivity of the polynomial V uH^X] 0,1/t]. Let us recall that if 

{1/1,1/2,... ,i/d,} 

are the predecessors of a given partition /i, then 0M[X;(7,£] denotes the Probenius 
characteristic of the intersection 

Now, using the "Science fiction" heuristic, it is shown in ( [3] Theorem 3.2) that the 
Frobenius characteristic of the sum 

d 

2=1 

is given by the polynomial 

In the case of a partition /i with two predecessors a, (3 this result reduces to (see 3.10 
and 3.22) 

FchMa + M0   =   --L.W»LZ^)   =   vf^ . 

Using 1.14, this relation may also be rewritten as 

FchMa + Mp   =   V + ^ffi-y   =   V;r^-^  . 
l/la-l/J-P lp-la 

In summary we see (again from 3.11) that in the two corner case we must have 

(3.57) Fch Ma + Mp   =   V I Fch Ma n M^ . 
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It has been shown in [2] that all of the assertions of the Science fiction heuristics do 
hold true when ^ is a hook. Note further that, in the particular case fj, = (2, ln+1), 
a = (ln) and (3 = (2, l71'2) we must have 

(3.58) FchMaHMp   =   H21n-2[X;0,t] . 

To see this, observe that from 3.15 we get the equations 

(3.59) a)    Ha   =   ^   +   ^      ,       b)    Hp   =   <t>(2)   +   ^ • 

Now in this case 

(3.60) Ha^H^   =   hn[^-](l-t)(l-t2)-.-(l-n • 

Moreover, since the polynomials in Min have no yi 's , the Frobenius characteristic of 
M.a D M^, namely </>(2), can have no q's. Thus, combining this observation with 3.60 

and the fact that Tp = T21T1-2 — qt( 2 \ we derive from 3.59 a) that (jM^ must have 
q as a factor. This given, by letting q -> 0 in 3.59 b) we finally get that 

<j>^   =   HplX-M , 

and this is 3.58. Substituting this result in 3.57 yields 

Fch Ma + Mp   =   V lH(3[X',0,t]   =   VuH21n-2[X;0,l/t] . 

This establishes the Schur positivity of VujH2in-2[X]0,l/t]. Incidentally, this also 
shows the Schur-positivity of the difference 

for y. = (2, l71"2) andi/ = (ln). 

4. The g, ^-Catalan revisited. We recall that in [11] Garsia-Haiman conjecture 
that the symmetric function 

(4.1) DHn[X;q,t]   =   ^TMX^MBMn^t) 

should give the Probenius characteristic of the Diagonal Harmonic alternants in the 
variables #1,... , xn\ yi,... , yn. Since it can be shown (see [12]) that 

= ■ TM 
iSin 

we see that the rational expression 

^i" J^        K{q,t)h'^q,t) 

should give the Hilbert series of the diagonal harmonic alternants and in particular 
it should evaluate to a polynomial in #, t with positive integer coefficients. It is also 
shown in [11] that 

(4.3)      a)    Cn{q,l) = Cn{q)      and       b)    q®Cn(q,l/q)   =   r-^-r [n + IJg 
2n 
n 
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For these reasons Cn(q1t) has come to be referred to as the "q, t-Catalan". 
Computer experimentations with Cn(q,t) always yield a beautiful polynomial, 

symmetric in q, t. Moreover, the specialization in 4.3 a) suggests that there must be a 
pair of statistics on Dick paths, both having marginal distributions g-counting paths 
by area, with joint distribution given by Cn(q,t). The construction of these statistics 
should make a challenging combinatorial problem. In fact, although the polynomiality 
of Cn(q,t) can now be easily derived by combining 4.2 with Corollary 1.2, even the 
mere positivity of Cn(q,t) has remained an open problem to this date. 

In this section we shall show that the identities in 1.12 lead to a relatively simple 
formula for Cn(q,t) which does not involve V or the Macdonald polynomials. We 
include this result here in the hope that it may be helpful in further study of this 
remarkable polynomial. 

To begin with we should note that a formula for Cn(q,t) with the desired prop- 
erties should come out of the identity in 2.6 by means of Theorem 1.1. In fact, ex- 
panding en in terms of the basis in 1.13 and then using 4.2 and 1.18 we should obtain 
an entirely new expression not only for Cn(q,t) but for Ven as well. Unfortunately, 
computer experimentation quickly reveals that the resulting expansion of Ven is of 
forbidding complexity even for relatively small values of n. Nevertheless, a perusal of 
the tables of Schur function images by V revealed that certain coefficients of Ven may 
be indirectly obtained from corresponding coefficients of V/in+i. In particular we can 
prove the following general identity: 

This turns out to be a breakthrough since /in+i itself happens to have a relatively 
simple expansion in terms of the basis in 1.13. More precisely we have 

THEOREM 4.1. For n > 0 

(4.5) hn+1 = ^E (") (-D^r^iei 1 , 
i=0 

and consequently 

(4.6) 
v^+i = ^EQc-ir-^r^^i 

2=0 

Proof. Note that 1.12 (M)*, for k = n, can be written as 

(4-7) £>;+1   =   ifa^-J^ei) . 

A simple induction argument then yields that 

(4.8) 
i=0 

and 4.5 follows from 4.8 because 1.10, for k '= n + 1 and F = 1, reduces to 

Dn+l 1    -    hn+l   • 

This given, 4.6 is obtained from 4.5 by repeated applications of 1.12 (Hi) and (Hi)*. 

D™ - ^EQ^D^r^i . 
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To prove 4.4 we need a few auxiliary identities. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. 

(4 9) e    =   T ^^'I^MB^m^t) 

(4.10) K   =   (-qtr-i T ^lX;q,t}MB,(}/q,im,(q,t) 

with H^q^t) as given by 1.3. 

Proof. Formula 4.9 was first derived in [11], but for sake of completeness we will 
sketch the proof here. We start with 1.2 a) and c) for Y = 1 — u and get, by equating 
the homogeneous components of degree n: 

um   y P,MP,[I-"]   = ^[^^m^i-^v^) 

where we have used the specialization 

(4.12) ^[l-ujg.t]   =   IJ^-u^Wg0^*5) , 

a proof of which may be found in [12]. 
Now dividing both sides of 4.12 by (1 — u) and passing to the limit as u-^1 we 

obtain 

/413N Pn =   yvffMpf;g,£]nM(g,t) 
1 " (-Ip-ipnM fa    KMh'^t) 

Next, from the definition 1.10 of JDQ, we get 

(1-A>)P»   =   {-l)n-1Pn[M}en . 

At the same time 1.12 (i) and 1.4 give 

Thus 4.8 follows by applying (1 - Do) to both sides of 4.13. 
To obtain 4.10 we start with the observation that hn = uen and, using 1.13, 

derive from 4.8 that 

(4 14) h     =   V Wf^i Vg. V*] MBM(g,t)nM(g>t) 
"        fa h^t)h^q,t) 

Making the replacements t->l/t and q^l/q and using the simple identities 

formula 4.14 becomes 

,.,,> . V^  {tqr-^H^Xjq,t] MB^l/q, 1/t) H^l/q, 1/t) 
(    ^ " fa KMKM 
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and since 
rMnM(i/9,i/t) = (-ir-'u^t) 

we see that formula 4.15 is equivalent to 4.10, and the proof is now complete. 

This places us in a position to establish the following general identity. 

THEOREM 4.2. For n > 1 we have 

(4.16) (Vhn)[l-u]   =   -ii(-(tf)nVen-i[l-tt] . 

In particular we derive that for 1 < k < n 

(4.17) V/in|5fe =   (-gt)»-1(Ve„_i)|Sfc i . 

Proof. Note first that 1.37 for k = 0 gives 

B^l/q,l/t)   =   J^c^a/^l/t) . 

Now from 1.38 we easily derive that 

c^il/q^l/t)   =   Cw(q,t)  -f  . 

Using this and 4.12 in 4.10 yields 
(4.18) 

(V/ln)[l-u] 

=(_gt)n-i y ^n,e,(i-^(s)gaUs))Mn,(g,t) 

u\-n—l K(q,t)K(q,t) 

where we have used 1.38 and 1.39 to get that 

Kv{q,t) h^{q,t) 

Simple manipulations which use formula 1.40 for k = 0,1 &2 finally give 

Substituting this in 4.18 yields 

uhn—l ^(«,t)^(?»*) 
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which is easily seen to imply 4.16 via 4.8, 4.12 and the definition of V. 

Now it is well known and easy to show that 

f (-ti)*(l-u)    if A = (n-]fe,l*) 

SA[l-ti]   =   \ 
0 otherwise . 

This given, formula 4.17 immediately follows by dividing both sides of 4.16 by (1 — u) 
and equating coefficients of uk. 

As corollary of 4.17 we obtain our desired formula for the g, ^-Catalan. 

THEOREM 4.3. 

(4.19) Cnfa'*)     =    T^Ef?)^1)^?-'^! M11 *-" \ i 
2=0 

5ln+l 

Proof. We can clearly see from 4.1 and 4.8 that DH.n — Ven. Thus from 4.2 we 
get that 

Cn(q,t)   =   Ven |5in   . 

On the other hand 4.17 with n—>n + 1 and k = 0 specializes to 4.4 giving 

Cn(q,t)   =    ^yVh^^ 

qt /   Mn r-Z \ i 2=0 
- G) w^ Iy-*r">r«x >1»+1 

where the last equality is due to 4.6. This proves 4.19 since qtM = M. 

It is worth noting that the same idea can be used to obtain a recursive way of 
computing the q, ^-Catalan. More precisely we have 

THEOREM 4.4. Let Yn be a sequence of operators defined by the following condi- 
tions: 

a)    T1=D2, 
(4-20) ^    _ 1 

b)    rn   =   -^{DiTn-!   -   rn_il>i). 

Then 

(4.21) Cn(q,t)   =  rni 
'in + l 

Proof. Conjugating 4.7 by V we get (using 1.12 (m)* and (m)) 

1 
(4.22) VD^V"1   =   4, ((-JDOV^V1 

i 

This given, note that if we set 

(4.23) rn   =   (ZI^VD^V1 
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then (since V  11 = 1) we get 

r-1 = ffi™^1 = {^Y™^ 
and this gives 4.21. 

On the other hand 4.23 converts 4.22 into 

r" = (^)i:((-jDi)r"-1 - r»-i(-^)) 

which is simply another way of writing 4.20 b). Finally note that 4.23 gives 

To   =   V^IV1   =   e1 

and from 4.21 b) we get 

Fi   =   ^{D1e1   -   e1Dl) . 

Thus 4.20 a) follows from 1.12 (ii). 

5. Plethystic form for Macdonald operators of higher index. The main 
goal of this section is to show that the operators A^p studied in section 1, and in 
particular V itself, may also be given a plethystic form. We believe that the arguments 
of the proof may be as interesting as the result itself, since the latter, because of its 
inherent complexity, may be only of theoretical significance. 

To begin we need to review notation and introduce some auxiliary variables. 
Recall that it is customary to set (see [16] p. xiv) 

n n 

This given, for an alphabet Zr = z\ + h zr set 

(5.1) K&Mt) = n^^^oo/nc^i^1;^ = ^f-^E? 
&k I rtk L       q frk k 

where here and after, j ^ k runs over 1 < j, k <r. 

We shall also make crucial use here of the constant term scalar product introduced 
in [22, Chapter VI.9] by setting, for any two polynomials / and g, 

(5.2) (f,9)r9qtt   =   ^/(^i,...,^)^i-1,...,^-1)A/
r(Zr;g,t)|20, 

where the symbol "| 0" represents the operation of taking the constant term in the 
preceding expression. 

For any composition A, define the alphabets 

IW   \i 1(A)   Xi 

(5.3) ^ = ££^>       ^EE^1- 
2=1  j = l 2=1 j = l 
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Also let A! = Hi Ai!, n(A') = ^ (*<) and set 

-■P/.(g.*) (5.4) E^t)   =   53 ^'t*-1 

i>l 
1-t 

(q-1)3^,1)+ — 

Our main result may be stated as follows. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a composition and P[X] a symmetric function. Define 
the linear operator Ax by setting 

AXP[X} = 
tn(X') 

A!(l-i)lAl 
P[X + (q- l)(t - l)Z?]Cl[-X Zx} 

(5.5) 

x ft 

-(t - l)(g - 1) Y^(zn   +■■■ + SiTiX**! + • • • + ^.Ay) 

i=l l<j,A;<A, 

Tften /or a// partitions fi and A w;e /iave 

(5.6) AA^[X;ff,t]   =   eA^to,*)]^,^;^*]. 

The proof will be obtained by combining some of the basic identities satisfied by 
Macdonald operators together with a number of auxiliary propositions we are about 
to establish. 

Let us recall that in [22, Chapter VL3], Macdonald defines an operator D^ that 
we will call Dr   . Using plethystic notation, it may be written as 

DM(q,t)P[Xn]   =    YtMXnrtPlXn + iq-VXi], 
\I\=r 

where Xn is an n letter alphabet and for any r-subset J of {1,... ,n}, we set Xj — 

A*X»M) =   n f^r • 

We will present another form of these operators that does not require us to take 
subalphabets of Xn. 

A generating function for these operators is 

r=0 

Macdonald shows [22, p. 324] that for Z(/i) < n, we have 

D^Xuiq^Ppix^t)    =    (flil + uqW-tUPrfaqtt) 
\i=l 
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By taking the coefficient of ur on both sides, we obtain 

n 

(5.7) DWfatWwt) = er ^^r- 
-2=1 

411 

P^{x\q,t)  . 

These operators depend on n, the size of the alphabet. We will "stabilize" them with 
respect to n by reexpressing them in terms of E^q^t). To this end let 

(5.8) 

Note that we have 

erf-Ev (<?,*)]   =   er 

(5.9) 

E'^t)   =   E»(q, r1). 

E^'1- 
2=1 

= t-(n-1)rcr 
^g/*^n-t+    jp   tn-2 

_2=1 2=n+l 

oo 
= i-(n-l)r^e 

r—A; 

A;=0 
E*" 
2=1 

ek 

r     (    i\r-k 

fc=0 (*; *)r-A 

^^tn-2 

2=1 

2=1 

We may therefore stabilize the Macdonald operators by setting 

(5.10) .-(n-l)r V^ C-1) ^(n)    =    t-(n-l)r^ 
r—k 

k=0 (*;*) 
-D (n) 

r—k 

This will produce eigenvalues that only depend on // and r, but not n. More precisely 
we have 

(5.11) DWp„[Xn;q,t]   =   er[E;(g,i)]P4Xn;g,t]. 

For example, Macdonald's one stable operator E [22, p. 321] may be expressed E = 

Di + jz^- To recover the D^'s from the JDr s, we need the following well-known 
and easily derived variation of Mobius inversion: 

LEMMA 5.1. Let fr, gr be sequences, r = 0,1,... ,n. Then 

(5.12) 

if and only if 

9* = E77: 
A 

A;=0 (M) 1—A; 
for r = 0,... , n 

(5.13)      fr   =   2^ TTTj    ='2^ ^^        forr = 0,...,n. 
fc=0 (*;*)* fc=0 (*;*) r—k 

It follows that the original Macdonald operators may be recovered from the stabilized 
ones via 

(5.14) ^  = E r.t('i*)+*(»-i)5(w) 

k=0 (*;*) r—k 
k      • 
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For any symmetric function /, we are now in a position to construct operators 
Df such that for any partition JJ,, 

(5.15) DfPf.ix-^t] = /[£;,(«, «)]*}.[*;«.*]• 

Indeed, when f = ex1 ■•■ e\k and the alphabet is of the form X = Xn, we may take 

A e\ Ai Afc 

Since the elementary symmetric functions are a basis of all symmetric functions, we 
may form Df    as a linear combination of these. 

We shall find new plethystic forms of the operators D^) that do not depend on )(*) 

n. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X be a composition and P[X] a symmetric function. Set 

1 
DxP[X] 

Mil-t-^Wt^') 
^P[X + (q - 1)Z?] n[(i - t-^x ZX] 

xQ 

(5.16) 
(1 - t-1)^ - 1) Y^izn  + ■ ■ ■ + ^)(^i + '' • + W 

^<J 

x n 
«(A) 

(rl_1)E E a 

T/ien /or aK n > |A|, 

(5.17) DxP[Xn]   =   DWp[Xn], 

and in particular, for all partitions fj, and X, 

(5.18) DxP^Xiq.t]   =   exlE'^q^P^X-q^t}. 

The operators Df satisfying 5.15 are then Df = J2\ a\D\i where the coefficients 
ax are given by / = YJX axex- 

Proof We first do this for the case A = (r). The general case will follow by 
composing the resulting operators. The definition 5.16 in terms of the alphabet Zr is 
(5.19) 

DrP[X} = 
r!(l - t-iyt® 

-rPlx+iq-yz-wiii-t-^x zr}n 
l<j,k<r 

and we are to show that DrP[Xn] = Dj*   P[Xn] for all n > r. 
Consider the modified Macdonald kernel 

n i-r 
q-l 

■XnY 2    PuiXn^t-^Q^-Y^t-1]. 
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Apply Din) to it: 

i-r 
■XnY 

q-1 

(5.20) 
fc=0 (t;t)r-k 

i-r 
q-l 

■XnY 

_,-(„-i)^Lip^A/(Xn;i)n 
k=o ^' l>r-k \I\=k 

=i-(n-l)r V^ 1-f -1 

q-1 
■{Xn + {q-\)XI)Y 

=r(n-1)rn i-t -i 

L 9-1 
x„^ 

Jt=0 ^ '   'r~k  \I\=k 

To evaluate the inside summation 
(5.21) 
YsMx^Wlii-t-^XtY] =  53^/(xn;*)X;pM(X/;0,r1)QM(y;0>r

1), 
|/|=fc |/|=fc M 

we apply Proposition 3.1 of [15]: for k < n and all /x, 

J2 AjfaQPrlXrAt-1]  = t(")+("-fc)^) 
l/l=fc 

n — £(//) 

fc - Z(JU). 
Pp^jO,*-1]   . 

(The right side is 0 when l(fj.) <k<n fails to hold.) This gives that 5.21 equals 

j] «(;)+(»- *)'(M) 

(5.22) 

n — /(/x) 

.* - * (A*). 
P^^O.t-^Q^lTjO,*-1] 

=   V t(2) + ("-fc)m 

m=0 

n — m 
k — m 

J2    P^XnAt-^Q^YiO^-1} . 

The m summation may be restricted to 0 < m < k because the i-binomial coefficient 
vanishes otherwise. Plugging 5.22 back into 5.20 and then reversing the order of the 
k, m summations gives 
(5.23) 

Din)n[i=£xnY\ 
n[^LXnY] 

(-1) r—k 
^-(n-l)r £ iZii  £ $)+(»■ -k)m 

k=0 
(t;t) i—A; m=0 

n — m 
k — m 

J2    P^XnAt-^QpFAt-1] 
* /i: l(ii)=m 

=f -(n- 

m=0 \k=m   ^ '   ^"^ 

n — m 
k — m 

x [    Y,   iM|X;0,r1]Q/i[r;0,r1] 
C/x: l(n)=m 

The details of evaluating the parenthesized sums in 5.23 will follow this proof.  The 
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fc-sum may be simplified by 5.42 to 

E 
k=m 

n — m 
k — m 

r—m        /    lNi. 
n — m 

k 

4.{r—m){n—m) 

so that the right side of 5.23 equals 

r     (— -Wr-mA^-mr 
*rE   ;..,/  E p,[Xn^t-'}Q,[Y-o,t-^] 

V") ''jr—m m=0 /j,: l(n)=m 

We will evaluate this sum in 5.34. It is a long computation involving the scalar product 
5.2, and it equals 
(5.24) 

rlil-t-1) 
-—Mn[(i -t-1)xnzr] fi[(i - t-^Yz-1] n[r1 -1)E - 

Equating the left side of 5.23 with 5.24 and rearranging gives 
(5.25) 

D^ft 
1-t -i 

q-1 
■XnY 

-\ (l-t-iJ'-tG) 
D, 

1-t-- 
q-1 

(Xn + iq-VZ^Y 

x n[(i -r^Xnzr] n 

= £irn 
1-t -i 

9-1 
■xny 

From this we conclude that i^r   -P[-X"n] = DrP[Xn] for any symmetric function P[-X"],' 
so 5.17 holds for A = (r). 

Now for an arbitrary composition A = (Ai,... , A/), we must check that D\ = 
D\1-'D\l. We induct on I. Set p = (Ai,... ,A/_i), r = Xi, and verify that 
DpDrP[X] = D\P[X].   We break up the alphabet Zx = Up + Vr where Up = 

E!=i EJLI Zij and Vr = E^i ^.i- Then by 5.19, 
(5.26) 

Srp[x] = i—^[^+(g-i)v;"1]n[(i-*-1)^r]nf(r1-i) ^ ^i 
l<j,fc<r Zlk 
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so by 5.16, 

DpDrP[X] 

P[X + (q-l)(U-l+V-1)} 

r\p\ 
—-—yv p  , / 'Jn[(i - t-^ix + (q- iji/r1) yJ 

xn 

xn 

xn 

l<j,«<r 

(i - r1)^ -1)    .£    te1 + • • ■ + z^Jizji + "- + zUj) 
l<i<j<l(p) 

l(p) 

i=l l<j,k<p, 

\\(l-t-l)Wtn(\') 

x n 

nKi-r^x^p + yr)] 

x n 

(i.t-i)to_i)/t7-lv;+   5]  (^i + .-. + ^x^ + .-. + ^j 
V i<*<i<i(p) 

AP) S. 

l<j,K<r i=l l<j,k<pi 

3*k 3*k 

and on combining the alphabets into Z\ = t/p + K, it simplifies to 5.16 as required. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since  Macdonald's   J^{x\q^t)   is   a  scalar  multiple  of 
Ptl(x;q,t), it follows from 5.16 and 5.18 that 
(5.27) 

DxJ^X;q,t]= A,(1_t_1
1)|A|HV)JM[X + (g - l)^-1;?,^! - r1)*^] 

x n (i - r1)^ -1) ^c^1 + • • • + z-1
Xi)(zjl + ■■■ + zjtXj} 

i<j 

r '(A) 

L
 *=1 l<i,ib<At- 

= eA[E;(^t)]JM[X;g^]. 
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We will transform this from J^ to H^ using 1.6. Replace X by X/(l — t) in 5.27: 
(5.28) 

\Y + (g-l)(l-t)Z: -i 

1-t ■;^* 
n[-txzA 

(1 - t"1)^ - 1) ^(^1 + • ■ • + z^)^! + • • ■ + Zj,Xi) 

xft 

2<i 
/(A) 

(rl_1)E     ^      Ji 

exlE'^t)}^ X 
1-t ■,<l,t 

Replace t by t 1, multiply both sides by t™^), and express it in terms of H^ via 1.6: 
(5.29) 

*n      rFM[x + (g - i)(i - r^z^^.iint-t-1^^] 
A!(l-i)W' 

xfi 

xn 

-(t - i)(q -1) XJ^i1 + • • • + *u\)(*;i -1- • • • + z^) 

i=l l<i,A:<At-     2fc 

= eA[JSM((/,0]^[^;(?,t]. 

Replace ZA by tZ\. The constant term with respect to Z\ is unaffected, and 5.29 is 
transformed to 

t»(V) 

A!(1-*)|A| ^[X + fe-lK^-lJZ^^tinhXZA] 

xfi 

xfi 

-(* - l)fe - 1) XJfe1 + • • • + zTtifa! + • • • + ^Ai) 

1(A) 

e-^E E g 
*=1 l<j,k<\i 

so that 5.6 holds. 

PROPOSITION 5.2. Define a linear operator 

(5.30) Vn £  en-|A| 
|A|<n L(i-t)(i-«) 

"lA 
«-l 

AA. 

T/ien i/ P[X] is a symmetric polynomial that is homogeneous of degree n, 

(5.31) VnPpf]   =   VP{X]. 
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Proof. Since 

-^/x    —    ^nL^/xJ    —    ^n 
Ef- i=t 

g-1 

an operator equivalent to V on homogeneous polynomials of degree n is A/, where 

/   =    ]C aA(9>*)eA 
|A|<n 

where the coefficients a\(q,t) are defined by 

'X--± i-t 

q-l 
=   Y,ax(q,t)ex[X] . 

We expand this as follows. 

g-l 

(5.32) 

= J2er 

n 

x 
q-l 

r=0 

|A|<n 

(1-m-q) 
1 

(l-t)(l-9) 

Ahr 

(1-«)(!-«) 
m\ 

q-l 

1 

9-1 

ex[X] 

) ex[X} 

We now evaluate the sums used in the proof of Proposition 5.1. 

PROPOSITION 5.3. For r > 0, and any alphabets X, Y, 
(5.33) 

ETT^—     E     P^;0,t}Q,[Y;0,t) 
"1=0 \i\ l(fi)=m 

\-^m - t)x zr] n [(i - t)y zr1] n f(* -1) E ? 
r!(l -1) 

and 

(5-34) 

E^W      E     Pl.[X;0,t-*]Qr\Y;0,t-*] 
fi: l(^)=m 

frk 

m=0 

i—FTn[(i-r1)xzr]n[(i-r1)yzr-1]n[(t-1-i)5;^ 
r!(t-l)- 

For TO > 0, and any alphabets X, Y, 
(5.35) 

£     P^[X;0,t]QM[F;0,t] 
^x: Z(/i)=m 

(-i)"*-'-*^") 

^(^Om-rria-*)' 
:fi[(i - i)x zr] n [(i - t)y z-1] n 
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Proof. Macdonald shows that under the scalar product 5.2, the symmetric func- 
tions P^Z^q^t] and Q\[Zr\q,t] are orthogonal when /i # A, and 

(PtAZrWAMZrWAVrM q,t 

(5.36) = n (i-t)(i-qt-i) 
l-q £ ^ 11- 

l<i<j<r -, SGM 

l-^Wf-iiW 
.go^(«)+ltr-^(«)-l- 

On setting 9 = 0, the f2 term simplifies to 

(5.37) 

(1-t)    ^    ii_i   =fi[(f-l)(*r~1 + 2i'-2 + --- + (r-l)t)] 
l<i<j<r 

= n[tr + tr-1 + "- + *2-(r-i)t] 
= (l-t)

r 

(*;*)r 

Additionally, on setting 5 = 0, the product term of 5.36 restricts to s € fi for which 
a^(s) = 0, that is, to the cells (i,0) (for i = 0,1,... ,l(fi) - 1) of the first column, 
giving 

(5.38) <PM[Zr;0,t],gM[Zr;0>t]>;i0it = ^^   ff (1 - O   =    ,^ " *)r    • 

For arbitrary alphabets X, F, we now evaluate 

(5.39) ^r{X;Y;t]   =   {Sl{{l-t)X Zr],Sl[(l-t)Y Zr])'rfitt 

in two ways. By expanding these as Hall-Littlewood kernels, we obtain 

r,0,i 

(5.40) =X)^[^;0,*]0/i[ir;0,t] • (QM[Zr;0,t],PM[Zr;0,t])^ 

-Efer^   E   iM*;0,t]g,.[r;o,t]. 
m=0^^r-mM:/(/i)=m 

On the other hand, by evaluating 5.39 via 5.2, we obtain 

(5.41) Slr[X;Y;t}   =   -(1[(1 - t)X Zr] Q[(l - t)Y Z'1) Q (t - 1)V ?i- 
r- L i#fcZk 

Equating 5.40 with 5.41 gives 5.33. On replacing t by 1/t, using (t-1;*-1)* = 
(-l)*t-*(*+1^2(*;*)fc) and simplifying, we obtain 5.34. Finally, applying Lemma 5.1 
to 5.33 gives 5.35. 

LEMMA 5.2. For 0 < r < n, 

(5.42) E 
&=0 

t     (^; t)r 
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Proof. We specialize the "^-binomial theorem" [16, p. 20] 

(5.43) {ab;q)r   =   ^ 
r     r   T r 

fc=o Lfcj ff 
bk(a]q)k(b]q)r-k 

by setting g = t, a = 0, and b = t n, and then manipulating it. 

1   =   (0;t)r =E 
k=0 

r 

= E 
(5.44) fc=0 

rnk{rn;t) r—k 
J t 

t-n(r-t) (t-n;t)k 

_ V^    r     f-n(r-fc) ^     -^-jfc^f^-nfc    (fr *)" 

(*; t)n-fe 

:rBrX;(-i)fct(5) 
fc=0 

(*;f)r 

Multiplying by tnr/(t]t)r gives 5.42. 

To terminate we should mention that even the operators A^ have some surprising 
positivity properties. In fact, we have strong computer evidence that Asuern is always 
Schur positive. More precisely we are led to the following 

CONJECTURE V. For any integer m > 1 and for all pairs of partitions v,\ with 
m>l(u) and A h m we have 

y- S^B^q^kx^q^jl -t)(l - q)B^q,t)Ilfl(q,t) 

t^n K{q,t)\{q,t) 
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